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reinstated 
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 is a 
compromise  
be-
tween  the 
funding
 mark 




proposals  of 
wrestling  coach 
Danny










 presented the 
idea
 to the presi-
dent Monday. 
However, the 
president  is not 
likely to make a 










and all of 
next  year's 
pledges  are in,
 said Dan 
Buerger,  executive




sense,  the jury's
 still out,"  
he said. 
But Kida seems
 more sure that
 the propo-
sal  will be 
approved.  
"As 




SJSU,"  Kida said.








Wagner said the 
team would have to 
bring in at least  
$30,000
 in pledges before
 get-
ting reinstated.
 But given the recent 
flood of 
support, he said it was
 likely the team could 
meet that 
mark.  Kida said the team has
 be-
tween
 $15,000 and $18,000
 in funding pledges.
 
Wagner said the president showed enthu-
siasm 
for the proposal, but also outlined a 
number of conditions to be met before re-
instating the team. The president has ex-
pressed concerns about the team 
meeting
 its 
travel and scholarship commitments. 
"The 
president  wants to 





 "If we are 
going to do 
something,  let's 
do
 it right." 
Fullerton
 suspended
 the team 
April 8, in 
response 


























 on a so-
ciology 
examination,













 be In Louisiana
 studying 
law. 
"I have no reason
 to cheat," Zi-
selman said. "I've been accepted to 
law school and my grades don't 
really matter this semester." 
Ziselman  said he has talked to 
the chairman of the 
sociology
 depart-
ment, the ombudsman, the associate 
academic vice president and the ex-
ecutive 
assistant
 to the president. He 
said he also has unsuccessfully tried 
to contact SJSU President Gail Ful-
lerton.
 
"No one has proven me guilty," 
Ziselman said. "I have 
no
 protection. 
No one is willing to even judge me on 
an accusation. It's very feasible to 
me that the instructor could have 
made a 
mistake in this situation." 
The only way Ziselman can ap-
peal is after he's 
received his final 
grade in the course.
 He must com-
plete Executive Order
 320: a form the 
accused student 




investigates the case, 
Ombudsman St Saffold said. 
"He's in an unfortunate situa-
tion," Saf fold said. 
Sa f fold said the Academic 
Fairness Committee met yesterday 
for the last time this semester and be-
cause  the accusation is a serious one, 
it did 
not  have time to investigate Zi-
selman's case properly. 
The 
committee  includes students 
and faculty who will not 
meet  over 
the summer 
break, Saff old said. 
Ziselman said he took an exami-





ciate professor of sociology, said that 
he 
received  a blank 
answer  sheet 
with the student's 
name on it. 
"When
 students hand their tests 
back  both 
the questions and the T 
& E 0200 








 dropped off his exam 
at 
the same
 time four other
 students 
walked  to the front 
of the class, Salis-
bury  said. 
He
 said that 
when he 










 of the 
fiscal 



















































 the team 
would  have 
to
 raise at least
 
$60,000.
 This year's 
wrestling  budget was
 





funds  are state
-supported
 and come 
in 
the form of the 
coach's  salary and 
some op-
erating 
expenses.  Soft money is 





performs  original 
compositions







Daily staff photograph, r 
titled "The Crystal Bridge." Jensen said he enjoys 
performing alone "but it gets lonely in the studio." 
Blues Festival slated











































festival  is 
slated
 for I 
p m Sun-

































Students Program Board contemporary 
arts 
chairwoman  
The blues festival was 
endangered by 
lack of funds. 
But the board recovered 
funds 
from
 recent shows including The 
Red Hot Chili Peppers and Jane Goodall, 
said Stafford  
Hebert, program hoard di-
rector. 
Problems have also arisen because 
contracts







didn't gel ( Lady Bianca
 I fi-
nalized 





 Wilson -Alford said 
She  wanted the 
continued  on page 4 
Student  circulates 
petition
 










Paul Morris would like the Asso-
ciated Students to open a record
 store 
on campus. 













 of his plan,
 perhaps 
to call a 
special 
election  on 
the
 issue in 



























 300 signatures. 
approxi-
mately 500 are 
needed  to call an elec-
tion.
 
If the shop becomes reality, Morris 
said he wouldn't mind 
being  the man-
ager. The record shop Morris is propos-
ing 
would  carry cassettes, records and 
perhaps compact discs. 
"It would have all kinds of music. 
predominantly
 special order." Morris 
said. 
He said the shop 
would  stock a cer-
continued






will  not receive
















other  sports 












consideration  is 
a 
modified  




















would  be 
able to 
main-


















































staff  writer 
SJSU 
officials are considering ,.% eral proposals to 
replace 550 parking spaces that v. 
I I be lost when con-
struction  on two major projects begins this -fall. 
Construction on the 
Engineering  Building and on the
 
Student Union Recreation 
and Events Center Project
 18 
scheduled to begin this fall and will cause the 
closure
 of 
most of the lots, other than garages, on campus, said Dan 
Buerger, 
executive
 assistant to President Gail Fullerton. 
"We're  going to be a parking
 garage campus," he 
said. 
Buerger
 said some of the smaller outdoor parking lots 
would be affected because construction 
workers
 will set 
up trailers in them. 
Henry Orbach, traffic 
and  parking operations man-
ager, said 
that
 a parking advisory committee has pre-
sented
 Fullerton and Executive Vice President J. Handel 
Evans with several proposals. 
The proposals call 
for the replacement




 that will be lost 
due 
to 
construction,  Orbach 
said. He said some
 designations 
of 
garage  parking 






"There are a number of proposals that have been 
dis-
cussed and presented 
to
 the president," Buerger said. 
"None of them have been approved." 
Orbach 
said
 that most of the parking spaces that will 
be affected
 are spaces for faculty, staff,  disabled
 students 
and night students. 
Marty 
Schutter,  director of disabled 
student
 services. 
said he made a recommendation to 
the parking advisory 
committee that 
specified alternative parking for disabled 
students.
 
"Parking in the garages has not 





 said "Only one of three ga-
rages has shown any 
use by disabled students." 
Schutter 





 spaces available in front of 
buildings.
 
His recommendation, which was 
unanimously  ap-
proved, included obtaining 25 parking spaces
 in the lot 
near the Business Tower, 25 on Ninth Street near the Stu -
continued 
on












Campus  thefts 
have increased
 this year 
compared  to 
last, 














thefts  and bicycle
 thefts have 




 Jan 1 to 
the  end of 
April,  compared










because  of 
increased  
























 to UPD 
statistics.  23 














 to five 
last year. 
Anderson  said. 
There 
have
 been only 
82 petty thefts
 of property 
val-
ued at less
 than $400, 
compared  to 120 
















About  95 percent of 
the people who 
report  that their 
bikes 
have been stolen
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 David Morgan 
was being tried for
 
the murder
 of Sarah 
Spiegelman,  wit-
nesses saw 
her  father pull out a 
.38 caliber pis-
tol 
and  shoot Morgan three
 times, wounding 
but not 
killing him. Morgan 
allegedly shot 
Sarah Spiegelman without
 reason while she 
was sitting with 
her boyfriend behind
 the de 
Young
 Museum. 
Scenarios like this one of vigilante justice 
have gained media attention as citizens fed up 
with seemingly endless retrials, plea bargain-
ings and early paroles take the law into their 
own
 hands. 
The mentality of the Old West, where 
lynching parties and mob rule meted out their 
own form of  rough justice, is 
not  a buried relic 
of.the past. 
Whether vigilantism takes the form of 
real retribution as in the above example, or 
dramatic form as in the movies with the 
Rambo-type pictures, Americans are increas-
ingly exposed to violence as a means of set-
tling problems. 
There may 
not be a link between watching 
violence and 
acting  violently, 
but  justifying or 
glorifying 
violence
 serves, in 
the process of 





For  example, when Bernard Goetz shot 
four 
teen-agers  he feared were going to 
him on 
a New York subway, he was hailed as a hero, 
the subway vigilante.
 Many interviewed by 
the media supported 
Goetz' behavior, even 
though he shot 
his purported assailants in the 
back. Death
 Wish III, the Charles Bronson 
movie, was rushed out of production to meet 
the public fervor. 
Young 




















acclaim  for it. 
Statistics 
reveal  that a 
majority of in-
mates  in American
 jails were abused
 as chil-
dren.  There is a 













lead to its increased 
acceptance
 as a 
means  of handling 
problems. 






 was demoted and fired
 after 
teaching remedial 
English  at the Univer-
sity of Georgia for 
five years. She said it 
was because she 





On May 5, Kemp 
settled  out of court for 
job at the university 
and $1.08 million. Origi-
nally, she was awarded $2.58 
million  in back 
pay 
and  damages by a jury that 
ruled  her free 
speech rights had been violated.
 
Ten points 




 were to take 
care of their 
first 
responsibility
  to 
educate
  there 







Kemp,  "Who do 








attorney,  Hale 
Almand,  testi-
fied, "We
 may not make 
a university 
student  
out of him, 
but  if we can 
teach
 him to read and
 
write, maybe 
he can work 
at
 a post office 
rather 
than  as a 
garbage
 man 




The university president, Fred Davison, 
and head football coach Vince Dooley implied 
in their testimonies that providing leniency in 
academics was necessary and widespread in 
order to remain competitive. 
According to 
testimony,  the university 
lowered its




Some  received individual
 instruction, 
some 




meeting  the grade 
requirements  and 
some 
were  given four -plus
 quarters to get 
through the
 program. 
While it is true that 
some athletes come to 
college barely able 
to read or write, our 
uni-
versities must not
 use that as an 
excuse  to 
abandon
 an education. 
Yes, 
student
 athletes have time 
con-
straints; and 
yes, some need 
help
 to keep up. 
College 
athletics gives 





















 FLOOD CONTROL facilities
 in the 
Santa Clara Valley Water District badly 
need funding from the federal govern-
ment and residents in the community to im-
prove water channels in Uvas Creek, Coyote 
Creek and the 
Guadalupe  River. 
These were the three areas most affected 





water  channels. 
The water 




widened  to convey




without flooding. And 
the federal 
government is responsible for funding it, said 





Valley Water District. 




$5 million. And the 
damage  
in































Sir' :A's:7   _  
1983 floods to homes, businesses and private 
property was
 at least $10 to $20 million. 
The problem 
is that the water district gets 
only 
a few million dollars a year from the 
fed-
eral government. To 
improve
 Coyote Creek in 
North San Jose, 
it would cost ;43 million. 
The federal government complains that it 




The federal government needs to get its 
priorities straightened out. 
And 
the  public 
needs  to 
support
 a $40 
an-
nual 
increase  in taxes
 in the fall 
of 1986 to pre-
vent  the 






 car and 
fatality  disasters
 every 



























The United States  recent action against Libya raises
 
many questions, but perhaps the most important of these 
is the reliability of our allies 
Alliances  are formed for the mutual benefit of the sig-
natories. In the ideal, they are there when the chips are 
down. Sometimes, however, an alliance may prove 
more  
beneficial to one party than 
another.  
Let us examine the case of France. In 1917, the blood-
letting of the First World War had left Britain and France 
on the ropes. Germany's campaigns had left its troops 
less than 20 miles outside of Paris. 
It was largely the infusion of fresh American
 troops 
that carried the day, and led to a German collapse. 
In 1944, the United Stales once again came to 
France's rescue WIttithe Invasion of Normandy. 
This was necessary because the French, for a number 
of reasons, found themselves defeated within two weeks. 
Within one year of the landings at Normandy, we had 
cleared the 
vanquished  nation of Nazi soldiers, doing so at 
great cost 
in American lives. 
After the war, we quietly supported France. both mil-
itarily and economically, in its  futile effort to maintain its 
colonial empire. 
Our thanks was 
French recalcitrance in al-
most every instance in 
which 
we




followed its own strange 
logic of maintaining the 
vestiges of its world influ-
ence.  
One may find a par-
adigm of the strangeness
 




a vessel belonging to the 
Greenpeace organization, 
had hoped to sail out to a 
French island possession 





The French, realizing 
that the protesters were 
putting themselves in dan-
ger  of the effects of a nu-  
clear blast, decided that
 measures had 
lobe
 taken. 
They therefore engineered a conventional blast, 
sink-
ing the ship and killing screw member. 
No one, however, was harmed by radiation. 
The United States
 stayed strangely quiet about 
the in-
cident,
 perhaps not wishing to 
kick  an ally after it had dis-
graced 
itself. 
When  the United States, 
on the other hand, became
 in-
volved in the Gulf of Sidra 
incident,
 the French periodical 
"Le 
Malin" commented, "For the Battle of 
Sidra to have 
any meaning, the Americans
 would have had to destroy
 
Libya's training camps for 
terrorists."  






was  necessary, they wero 
denied  French permis-
sion to fly over its territory. 
After 
the raid, the United States 
was  
roundly  con-






ment whose forces fought 
so heroically in the Rainbow 
Warrior Engagement. 
Today the United States has 
300.000
 troops in Western 
Europe. With the 
kind of support we 
received
 from 
France  and and our other 
Western
 European allies, one 
begins to 
wonder what in God's name 
they are doing 
there. 
One top European NATO 
official  told Newsweek mag-
azine,
 "The truth is that we can be awful 











Daily  encourages read-








 to the 
second 











































 babes in the wild, 
Americans  don't know 
what's dangerous and what's not. 
We don't 
know what, risk is or the way to deal with it. 
Take 
the  terrorism scare. 
American  
bookings  to 
Europe  are 














was  covered 















 bad guys 
and  commies, 
won't 





 and America 
are  missing out 
on Old World 
vacations  and 
reality.  
Take a 
guess  on this 
one:  In what 
two
 years 
were  the greatest 
number  of 
Americans
 killed by 
terrorists'? 
The 
answer is 1973 and
 1974. during 
which  44 
were murdered
  three more 
than
 in '84 and '85. 
We're  at greater risk 
when "safe at home"
 than 
on an airliner to 
or
 from Europe. 
Nearly 17,000 
citizens were 







 to the latest 
edi-
tion of 
the  "World Almanac and 
Book of Facts," ac-
cidents
 in 1984 included: 
 4,999 deaths in California car crashes 
 82 deaths in Rhode Island car crashes
 
 529 deaths
 in civil aviation 
 6.100 deaths from falling down in homes 
 900 deaths from firearms in homes 
A 10 
percent
 sampling of death certificates over 
an 11 -month period 
documented:  
 2,528 suicides 
 344 deaths from asthma 
 622 deaths from hypertension 
 2,435 deaths from cirrhosis of the liver 




 will say that a 
trip to Europe just isn't a 
necessity like going to work and living at 
home.
 
Granted, but it's still strange that people 
have a 
problem
 taking risks only when they are enjoying 
themselves and 
not when doing the mundane. 
Skiers, hang-gliders, 
skydivers  and the like are 
thought to be nuts because they like
 to spend their 
time on the edge. 
Never mind if 




 and do everything possible
 
to minimize risk. 
To do something well is so 
worthwhile that to get 
hurt or killed 
trying to do 
it better 
cannot  be 
a waste. 
However,  if only 
the most serious
 reasons are 
needed to justify 







year   
the 
space  shuttle 
Challenger. Seven 
die  ( needlessly, yes) 
and  people 
are 
ready




for  good. 
The hell 
with  all the 
good
 that can 
be
 accom-
plished  in space,




verse, they say. 
The 
same folks 
probably  don't think
 twice about 
hopping 
in
 a car every 
day,
 much less 
about  banning 
them because
 people die on 
the  road. 
Maybe the 
problem is that
 we rarely 
have
 great 
footage  of intestinal
 obstructions
 and drivers 
being  
delaminated every






with  shocking 
images such as 
the Challenger 
explosion  and 
terror-
ist -bomb sites, 
viewers  start to 
think  these are the
 
things that 
happen  every hour. 









for  I 7 years and he 
leaves  for 
Europe in July,  so there. The Telly 
Ho





































































































































a biomedical  












































 by radiation, 121 
an increase of 







 ( 3) 
children  
are far 

















 dose of ra-
diation from
 nuclear power
 plants at 
that time, 
170  millirems 
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Schiavo,  a lecturer 
at 
SJSU  in the Environmental 
Studies Department since 
1966,  
wrote this article for 
his Envi-
ronmental
 Studies class. He 
earned a bachelor's degree in 
physics and math from 
SJSU  in 
1961
 and a master's degree in 
physical




would  cause from 16,000
 to 32,000 ad-
ditional cancer 
deaths annually. 
The AEC's response was to com-
mission the National
 Academy of Sci-
ences to 
investigate  and report on the 
Gofman-Tamplin 
assertions.  Al-
though 60 scientists were brought into 
the project, 
neither
 Gofman nor 
Tamplin 
were asked to contribute; in 







In 1972, the 
committee released 
its 
report,  "Biological Effects of 
Ion-
izing 
Radiation,"  concluding that 
6,000 additional cancer deaths would 
be caused by 
an
 average nationwide 
exposure of 170 millirems per year.
 
Though the projection 
was off by a 
factor
 of five (which they later ad-
mitted was their error), the scientific
 
community 
regarded the BEIR re-
sults as a vindication of Gofman and 
Tamplin's research;
 the AEC had 
previously insisted there would be 
NO deaths from such an exposure. 
Consequently, in 1979 the Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission reduced its 
permissible average dose of radia-
tion from nuclear power plants to 25 
millirems per year. 
In 1972, 
the AEC defunded Gof-
man and 
Tamplin's  project. This tac-
tic has been 
used repeatedly when 
scientists researching
 the health ef-
fects of radiation 
have
 shown cancers 
or genetic defects 
within permissible 
limits of exposure. The 
AEC was dis-
solved in 1975 and 
replaced  by the De-
partment of Energy. The DOE has 
followed the tenacious 
policy  to foist 
nuclear power 
on
 the American pub-
lic; it 
consistently discredits or de -
funds medical research 
scientists 
whose  conclusions are at odds with 
the department's nuclear 
program. 
Some brave individuals have still 
spoken dtfr.tfr. 
Rosalie  Bertell's Tri-
State Leukemia
 Survey linked X-rays 
to leukemia. DOE funding was 
dropped.
 When Dr. Ernest Sterng-
lass' work, funded by the 
University  
of Pittsburg Medical 
School,  corre-
lated increased 
infant mortality with 
nuclear power
 plant radioactive re-
leases, 





Thomas  Najarian detected 
4.5 times




 in workers 
at the 




who  were exposed 
to low level ionizing
 radiation. His 
work 
was defunded by the DOE. 
Dr. Thomas Mancusso 
was hired 
by 
the DOE to investigate (and per-
haps disprove)
 the report by Dr. 
Samuel
 Milham (Washington 
State 
Department of 
Public  Health) that 
there were elevated cancers among 
the 




Milham's  study and re-
ported a 
6 percent increase in cancer 
among the workers. 
Mancusso's  
work was defunded 
by the DOE. 
The 
list goes 
on;  the 
pattern  is 
the 






































No 'small' nuclear accidents 
The record for America's
 nu-
clear  industry is 
far  from perfect. 
While we 
have never had an accident
 
exactly like the 
one  at Chernobyl, 
there have 
been hundreds of 
acci-




nuclear fuel cycle begins 




and animals to inhale 
radon 
gas.  Dr. Joseph Wagoner 
stud-
ied the health effects of uranium 
min-
ing for the 
U.S.  Public Health Serv-
ice.
 He found that 205 white 
miners 
had died of cancer
 through 1978, rep-
resenting 
a fivefold increase over the 
40 who statistically would have been 
expected to get cancer in an unex-
posed population. 
Indian uranium miner cancer 
figures are comparable. Birth de-
fects in children
 in uranium mining 
towns are between 
two and seven 
times the national average. 
Two-hun-
dred -twenty-two million tons of ura-
nium 
mining tailings heaped in 10 
Western states
 continue to give off 





March 22, 1979, 
on
 1-235 west of 
Wichita, a truck spilled 7-1/2 
tons of 
processed  uranium ore 
on its way 
from 
Casper.
 Wyo., to the Kerr-
McGee enrichment
 facility in Gore, 
Okla. This isn't an  isolated
 incident. 
In 1957, an explosive fire erupted 
at the Rocky Flats Arsenal near 
Denver, Colo. Monitoring records for 
the first seven days of 
the fire don't 
exist.
 During the eighth day of the 
fire, enough 
plutonium  was released 
to equal what the DOE allows over a 
50-year 
period. 
Dr. Carl Johnson, then with the 
Jefferson County Health Department 
in Colorado, studied the effects of the 
Rocky Flats plutonium fire. The sub-
urban city of Arvada near Rocky 
Flats, was compared
 to all other sub-
urban areas around Denver, which 
were less exposed. Arvada had 
a 16 -
percent elevation in 
cancer, or 180 ex-
cess cases of cancer, by 1971. 
Three Mile Island's accident took 
place in 1979 
and released an un-
known 





 was vented during the 
first 48 hours. The NRC wasn't even 
told an 
accident  was in progress until 
56 hours had passed. Public relations 
statements  about TMI hasten to point 
out that no adverse health 
effects 
have been observed to date. Consid-
ering that the 
latency  period of can-
cer is around 20 years, none would be 




No safe level 
of  radiation 
Dr. Karl 
Z.
 Morgan. Director 
of 
the Health Physics 
Division of the 
Oak




 wrote in the Bulletin 
of
 
Atomic  Scientists, 
September,  1978, 
"... there is no safe 
level of expo-
sure and 
there is no dose of 
radiation  
so low that
 the risk of a malignancy is 
zero . . . the 
genetic  risks and espe-
cially those associated
 with recessive 
mutations
 may be as harmful
 and de-
bilitating to the 
human  race as the in-
crease of cancer." 
For the general
 public, the Na-




from all sources to 
50)) millirems per 




 of radiation  from 
soil, rocks and 









 in the 





 radiation add 
to the 
public's exposure
 front background 
Ills
 
Fong  Daily staff 
photographer
 
Frank Schiavo has spent 
20
 years researching the effects of nuclear power 
doses. 
By law, nuclear industry 
workers are allowed
 by the NRC and 
the DOE a maximum occupational 
exposure
 of 5,000 millirems per year. 
The operational economics
 of  the nu-
clear industry require a much higher 
allowable exposure for 
workers
 than 
for individual members of the public. 
This is a common feature of nuclear 
and other polluting industries. In the 
struggle to make the workplace as 
safe as possible vs. as cheap as possi-
ble, safety is compromised and 
higher exposure limits results. 







 adds to the health effects
 of 
background 




 uses of ra-
diation 
treatment  must be 
justified  
by 
the physician to be 
a significant 
gain 
for the patient. And
 here the pa-
tient 
assists in the 
decision  by in-
formed
 consent and mutual
 respect. 
Is it premeditated 
murder?  
There 







certainties.  They 
transcend  tech-













 to 3.5 percent of 
our  
total
 energy. Standard 
economics
 
make it one of 







 10 to 12 cents
 
per kilowatt hour 
 with the situation 
worsening. The monetary
 costs are 
overshadowed by the health conse-
quences and ethical dilemmas of nu-
clear power, which are 
the darkest 
side of science without conscience. 
The 14th Amendment to the 
Con-
stitution guarantees equal protection 
under the law. What 
valid  distinction 
is there between
 "workers" and the 
"public" to justify that one can re-
ceive more radiation 
exposure than 
the other? Aren't 
workers guar-
anteed the right to good health for 
themselves and their children? Is the 
public to be involuntarily exposed to 
radiation from the
 nuclear fuel cycle 
and forced to 
accept  more cancers 
and 
birth  defects? 
Informed consent is a 
require-
ment for 
intelligent  decision -making 
and individual freedom. No one 
has 
the right to inflict 
pain
 or suffering 
upon another person.
 To do so is a 
crime. To set standards
 of exposure 
knowing there's no safe level of ra-
diation is to force the public to accept 
radiation -induced cancers and 
deaths. This is 
a crime of contami-
nation and, in fact, premeditated, 
random murder. 
The nuclear fires in the Ukraine 
will fade,








lie. If it does so without 
rousing us to 
full debate and declaration of a mora 
torium on nuclear power, including 
an end to the nuclear arms race, it'll 
be a tragic loss and failure to learn 
from this accident half 
a world away 
One of our country's strengths is that 
citizens can democratically partici-
pate in the governing process. 




 must ask ourselves some dif-
ficult questions
 about the nuclear 




 of all life be traded for 
nuclear electricity'?
 Has nuclear 
power
 stepped on the 
fundamental  
rights of all humans?
 Can we see our-
selves 
and  the Soviets as hostages if 
the 
terrorism  of nuclear
 arms and 
the "peaceful" atom? 
Where we go and how far is a cru-
cial decision for this generation. I
 
ant 
reminded of Bertrand Russell, who 
said: 
"The final conclusion is that 
know very little, and 
yet it is astound-
ing that we know so much, and still 
more astounding that so little know) 
edge can give us so much power. ' 
Whether the 
power  of the atom
 or 
the  brighter
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signed on the day
 of the show. 
The  board couldn't meet the
 cer-
tain 
extra  terms stated in the rider, 
an agreement 
that  accompanies a 
contract and specifies 
in
 detail what 
a 
band  or artist needs. 
However, 
Hebert  said, "The gos-
pel concert was a 
freak incident. 












up at the festival. "She's
 on the pub-
licity, she
 wants to he there,
 and she 
wants to be 
paid,"  he said 
continued  from page I 
dent
 Union and 
25
 to 311 on 
Seventh  
Street in front
 of the old 
cafeteria.  
Schuller  also 
said  he asked 
that 
the designation
 of 12 
spaces
 in front 
of  the Spartan 




 be changed 
from "R," 
restricted  to 
deans  and 
directors,  to 
"D" for 



















built on top of 
parking  lots 
eight,
 
nine and 13  
parking for 
faculty, 
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duced from eight to just
 more than two, using 
about $16,000. lie said the 
scholarships  will be 
split 
between  this year's recipients. 
Also, the expenses have been reduced to 




Kida said the team will play the 
Univer-
sity 
of Oregon at home this year for a savings 
of $2,000. Moreover, he plans an 
expanded  
home -and -home schedule, where the team 
will compete 
against  Stanford University, 
California State University at Chico and San 
Francisco State University
 and other nearby 




 to coach without
 pay 
next year Around $6.000 has been set aside 
for a coach's salary in the 
budget,
 hut Kida 
has 
previously  mentioned recruiting an assis-
tant coach for next year. 







 raising; $4,000 from the home gate 




Kida  said the revenue.
 estimates w(Te
 
realistic  Mal OW 
learn  should be 
able
 to meet 
them.  
But before 
the team can be 
reinstated. 
Buerger
 said it must 
prove  it will not 
continue  
lobe





 will not 
mean  that the 
university
 will pick it 




Instead,  it will mean 
the team will be a 
sanctioned part





 has expressed concern that 
reinstating
 the team on a reduced level
 could 
prove
 to be an embarrassment to the 
univer-
sity 
Buerger said there area
 number of crite-
ria the 
president wants to have 
met before 
the  team gets 
reinstated.  
First,
 he said, the team will 
have
 to guar-
antee to meet 
all  of its travel 
commitments.
 
He said the university will  not 
allow  the team 
to set up a 
schedule, only to forfeit 
matches  
halfway through 
the season after the funds
 
run out If the team cannot 
guarantee  meet-
ing those 
conditions,  it cannot be 
reinstated, 
he said 








with  all of the 
team's  budget 
coming 
from  soft money 
outside the 
university,  there 
is a 
danger that it 
could  become out 
of con-
trol. If the team 
is representing the 
univer-
sity, he said
 SJSU must retain 
some control 
over the 
program  and that





He said the 
president




scholarships  and how the
 team ex-
pects  to meet these 
commitments.  Ile said 
the
 president is leery of offering 
scholarships
 
and then cutting 
off the student athletes mid-
stream should the budget prove 
unworkable.
 
"The president wouldn't tolerate that," 
he said. 
Also related,
 the wrestlers could lose out 
if the team was reinstated 
and then folded 
shortly thereafter, he said. The wrestlers 
could not 
compete,  but would be stuck at the 
school for the 
remainder  of the semester. 
The president doesn't 
want  to have those 
athletes  commit to SJSU 
and  then back off 
from that 
trust, he said. 
But what it all boils down to is a program 
on
 a sound financial footing. 
While the. wrestling team cannot be at-
tributed with causing 
this
 year's deficit, it did 
contribute to the overall crisis, he said. 
The team was suspended because
 it was 
in 
the weakest financial position, and unless 
the members can prove
 the team will re-
cover, the university cannot
 pour more 
money into it, he said. 
Both 







 to materialize will be 
a stick-
ing point. Wagner said that traditionally the 
support
 
pledged doesn't translate into 
the dol-
lar amount collected. Collecting on those 
promises will
 be a key component
 to wres-
tling's 
survival,  he 
said. 
"We're
 still looking for 
people  from the 
wrestling 
community  to come 
forth  and sup-
port the program,"
 he said. 
Kida 
said
 the people who have
 stuck by 
the
 team and again 




 always come 
through  on their 
financial promises. 




 all the 
funds  pledged. 
"We're going to do all
 we can to meet our 
twenty -thousand
 fund raising, but 
we may 
get thirty
-thousand,"  he said 
"Who  knows 
just 




















































did a good job in 
keeping negotia-
tions active to help 























 have to 
contact 
all  the 
coaches








their schedules to add 
SJSU. 
Kida said 







 of two 
graduating  
se-
niors.  After the 
suspension. 



















 around for 
reinstatement,"


























because.  last 








 signed her contract
 
the day
 of the shovi..











time to send 
them and 
get them back










than I do," 
she  said. 
"When
 we say 
allow  10 days 
for a 
contract, 













 is to have 
the con-
tracts
 signed the 






















 and then 









gram  hoard 
adviser,  tried
 to contact 
Lady Bianca 






made  up 
without 
communication  with 
the  art-
ist,
 she said. 
The  board had'
 originally bud-
geted a 
$125 artist fee for 
Lady Bi-
anca, hut 




it's  possible to send
 a 





for her to 
sign and bring it 
with  her to 
the 
festival.  She said 
the A.S. Busi-
ness 
Office  will also keep 
a copy of 
the contract 








 year. The gospel 
show 
was canceled 
because  the board 
could not 




gospel  group 
called  Walter 
Hawk-
ins and 
The  Love Center Choir. A 
con-
tract was not signed




 to have been 
 








project will include 
the demolition of 
older sections 
of the engineering 
building and 
construction  of new 
fa-




 lot 12, which 
provides about 150 parking spaces be-




addition  to the closure of some 
outdoor parking lots, the 
archery 
field near West 
Hall  will be closed 
this 
fall when construction of the out-
door 
pool
















over  half of

































this  point 





will  go." 
Patrick Finch, human 
perfor-
mance equipment technician,
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used



















 out at a $10
 fee, said John
 Carrow, 
Spartan Shops 
assistant general  
manager.  
Thefts  from 
bookstore  
An increase in thefts
 from the Spartan 
Bookstore will occur as the end of 
the semes-
ter approaches,
 Anderson said. This happens 
because of more 
traffic  in the area and the 
selling back of books. 
In 






them. If the bookstore determines that 
some  
books it bought
 back were stolen, the books 
will be returned to the owner at the
 
bookstore's expense, Anderson said. 
But to cope with the impending situation, 
security in the bookstore will be 
increased,
 
said Spartan Bookstore manager
 Ron Duval. 
Thefts from the bookstore cubbyholes in-
crease because 
stutionts
 have to leave their 
belongings somewhere 
when they go into the 
bookstore, 
Duval said. 
"Students can't go into the bookstore car-
rying their belongings so they have to use the 
cubbyholes or lockers outside," Anderson
 
said. The lockers cost a quarter to use, but 
the money 
is returned when the contents of 
the
 locker are removed. 
The bookstore has students who work se-
curity and monitor the people who go in and 
out, but during rushes they can't keep track 
of everyone and everything, Anderson said. 
"Valuable items shouldn't be left in the 
cubbyholes,"  Duval said. He recommends 
that they be kept in the coin -return lockers in 
front of the store. 








 it would be helpful if this 
type of service could be offered all -year,
 but 
funds are not available. 
Thefts from
 dor ins 
Students living in the dormitories
 
should  
also be aware that their belongings can be 
stolen with 
greater ease at this time, said 
UPD Sgt. Jeff Higginbotham. 
tiorm
 room thefts increase because stu-
dents begin moving out of 
the  rooms and do 
not pay as close 
attention  to them 
as they 
would normally, said Higginbotham, who is 
in charge of the 
investigations -crime preven-
tion unit. 
"At this time it's not a suspicious -looking 
thing to see 
someone  walk out of a dorm room 
with a stereo or something else. as opposed to 
the 
same
 thing being done
 in the middle of the
 
year," he said




and  commit 
crimes." 
Higginbotham 
suggested that students 
be 
more aware
 that their 
belongings  could 
be
 
stolen and take 
an active role in preventing 
the crime. 
"It's an effortless task," 
he
 said.  All that 
is necessary
 is locking dorm 
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problem  and
 can't 
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 turned in a 





 get a 
look













 in a 
completed answer form and suspects 
Salisbury
 lost it. 
Salisbury  said he later asked Zi-
selman to drop the course. Ziselman 
refused
 to drop, and Salisbury said he 




Salisbury, who has been 
teaching 
at SJSU for 
about  20 years, said he 
has never had problems with cheat-
ing before. 
Eiji C. Amemiya, chairman of 
the sociology department, said Zisel-
man  approached him about 
the situa-
tion.  
"(Ziselman) wants a decision 
right away, but it's not a cut 
and  dry 
case. I feel he 
should go through the
 
(Academic  Fairness 
Committee) 
process," Amemiya said. 
Students
 must wait to 
receive 
their final grade before an 
appeal  can 
be heard and 
the  case investigated 
by 
the Academic 





calls  for appeals to 
a grade in an 
exam or 
project in a 





 the final grade 
is issued It 






said  he understood that
 
Ziselman  was 
especially  upset be-
cause he 




















said it is possi-






 is clear ( Ziselman ) wants 
a 
speedy  decision, but 
he
 has been ac-
cused of about 
the  most serious case 
anyone 
could  be accused
 of," 















continued from page 
tam 
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there's no reason why this business 




"I used to visit UCLA as a kid 
and it had a big, really 
neat  record 
store that was always crowded with 
students," he said. "It closed up be-
cause of competition
 from Tower Re-
cords."
 




 Morris said. 
There aren't many record stores 
withirqbtf,t4r lout miles di, thq tan%
 
 versity, he said. 
. Morris said he was told by a 
member of the A.S. that 
$5,000  might 
be available from the A.S. budget
 to 
start the 
record  shop, but several
 
A.S. board 
members  said Tuesday 








, montes said he couldn't envision such 
a plan. "There's neither space avail-
able to us . . . nor money for starting 
up a 
business."  
Paul Sonneman, A.S. executive 
assistant, said he doesn't know of a 
space on campus that would be feasi-
ble for a record store. "There are se-
rious obstacles: space, money and no  
specific mandate from students or 
anyone else." 
The idea of a record shop was 
looked at by the A.S Business Study 
Committee during the 1989-85 
school
 
year, and the 
committee
 didn't have 




 said Scott Da-
vies,  committee member and A.S. di-




























 money to cover all ex-
penses and also how much of a serv-
ice was it for students," Davies said. 
Morris  said he's talked with a 
few "mom and pop" record store 
owners in the 
Bay  Area, and they told 
him start-up fees would be lower
 for a 
campus record shop than a "real 
world" shop 
would  be, because it 
would be a non-profit business with 
relatively
 low overhead. 
"It's a good




Davies  said. 
"He ( Morris) wants
 us to essentially 





not saying that's 
bad,"  Da-
vies 
added.  "That's how a 
lot of 
things
 start out  


















 has been hand
-dipping the finest
 
chocolates  in Santa
 Clara Valley. 
Come





 art that melt in 
your mouth. 
Featuring  many special/and 
unusual gifts for 
secretaries and 
mothers 
848 The Alameda (at 
Sunol),
























































































the Sociology Department and asked 
for help from anyone who might have 
seen him taking the exam. 
He said the zero Salisbury plans 
to 
calculate
 into his final grade will 
probably lower his grade from an A 
toa
 B. 
"At this point, I'm desperate," 
Ziselman said. "I've 
told my story to 




 Some have even 
told me privately they think I'm 
being screwed by the system." 
Ziselman, who is 
still  attending 
the class,
 said his parents have con-
sulted with an 
attorney,  but there is 




Ziselman  said. 












heads the worlds leading 
test preparatn organization
 prepar-
ing students for over 46 years 
B. Stanley offers 
audio tape lesson 
review and supplemental lessons
 at 
over 125 US centers 
C. Stanley s course has ten 4.hour
 les-






 s classes are smaller
 
E
 All of the above 
Call or visit the nearest
 Kaplan Center 
for a 







The world's leading 
test prep organization. 
(.15)433.1763 One Security Pacific Place 
San Francisco
 94100 
14151927.111S  20 
Magnolia  Awnue 
larkspur Ilarla 94939 
1415)327.0641 
499  Hamilton Avenue 
Palo Alm 94301 
(415)  6494044 EA 







75346002045Street Deets 9.4i16 
Ziselman said he did not want to 
take "punishment" for something Sa-
lisbury is accusing him 
of without 
having  to provide evidence. 
He said he wants a judgement on 
the case before he graduates in May. 
"If I have no protection, this 
could happen to anybody.
 The stu-
dent really has no recourse," he said. 
Saffold said he hopes future uni-
versity policies on cheating will spec-
ify a way of dealing with student ap-
peals during a course 
instead
 of after 













































Helmer Nielsen, chairman of the 
subcommittee. 
said  last month that 
the survey results will be used in the 
fall to 
formulate  guidelines with 











 stand apart from 




 from Kinko's. 
Choose from 
a variety of paper stock
 and let 
our 
friendly staff assist
 you in 
creating  an 
attention
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 t Parker had a
 had
 case of deja vu on Sunday. 
So did the Harley-Davidson factory racing team 
that employs him to ride. 
After managing four second places since 1983, Parker 
didn't win the San Jose Mile dirt track race -again. Har-
ley-Davidson motorcycles have won 
20 out of 29 mile 
races here, but they haven't taken a first place there since 
1983. 
Bubba Shobert - the lone rider backed by Honda, the 




 the Santa Clara County Fairgrounds. 
Defending Grand National Champion Shobert. 24, has 
won the 25-lap San Jose Mile four out of the past five 
times All of the five previous San Jose




won  second place, was somewhat pessi-
mistic before the race. 
"It seems like every time I get 
up on the podium here, 
I'm running second or 
third,"  Parker said before the 
race "I've been there so many times and it's always just 
an inch short. 
"Everybody thinks 'well what's the deal, you jinxed 
here or what?" " 
In 
the typically close San Jose 
Mile, Parker, of Flint, 
Mich., came
 up about a foot short of winning after 
making  
one  mistake while leading in the
 last corner of the last lap 
around the oval circuit. 
Shobert said he wasn't able to use his planned 
strat-
egy and that was a 
lucky  stroke for him. 
"I actually wanted to lead it off turn four, but I was 
second  and it worked this time," said Shobert of Carmel 
Valley. "If I had led it off turn four, I probably 
wouldn't  
have won. 
"Thanks for passing me, Scott," Shobert said. "Par-
ker was coming around 
the outside and he got a little bit 
sideways coming off of four, and I snuck by him for the 
finish." 
Parker said he wanted to 
get  through the final two 
turns faster than Shobert and third place finisher Ricky 
Graham. 
The top racers had an average speed of about 1(X) mph 
at the San Jose Mile They hit about 135 
mph down the 
straights and slid through the corners at about 70-80 mph. 
VI really charged it off in there and coming off ( turn 
four)
 I just got on the gas," Parker said. 
"The rear end started coming around to the 
outside.  
It must be ( a jinx )," he said, smiling. 
Graham, on his privately 
supported  Honda. finished 
about
 two feet behind Parker. 
Parker's mechanic Bill Werner said that luck plays a 
big part in winning and losing, 
especially  when you see 
four or five guys 
finish within feet of one another. 
"Last fall. 
P a r k e r ) (
 led 23 of the 25 laps and made one 
mistake late in the race and that 
was it," he said. 
"I'll take 
second  all year long," Parker said. "If 
you're up in the top one and two
 all year long you're even-
tually 
going  to win one  
Parker said he wasn't worried
 about not winning the 
mile again Sunday's
 mile is only one of 23 dirt -track 
races 
this  year that make up the American 
Motorcyclist
 
Association's Grand National 
Championship  Series. 
The annual series began
 in 1954, and it uses a points 
system to determine the fastest, most versatile and 
most  
consistent dirt track rider in the country. 
It 
previously 
involved  road 
racing events
 held on 
paved 
courses such
 as the 
Laguna













As always, the dirt track events include 
quarter -mile 
short tracks. half -miles. 
TT steeplechases and 
he
 miles 
Europeans favor roadracing, but in 
America,  dirt 
track is more popular. 
One reason may be that 
dirt  track racing has been 
dominated 
here  by Harley-Davidson,




Harley -mounted riders 
have
 won the 
championship 21 times. 
However, 
Honda  stole the crown in 1984, 
with
 Graham 
riding for them, and took it 
again  last year with Shubert. 
Shobert currently
 leads the standings with 72 
points  to 
Parker's 61. 
A widely known saying on the dirt 
tracks  across 
America is that
 Honda hasn't spent any more money
 than 
Harley on racing--
 it just spent the same amount 
since  
1981 that Harley has
 spent since 1954. 
By
 building the 
best-selling 
motorcycles  in the 
world, 
Honda has 
the  resources to give 
their  racing teams the 
most 
support.  
Harley has been 
using the same basic engine design 
for more than 14 years. 
In
 almost five years of racing dirt 
track. Honda has developed 
and raced two entirely differ-
ent motors. 
"The word from our boss now is 'just 
do what you can 
with 
what you got and work a little 
harder  at it,' 
"Werner
 
said. "I literally do this at home in my basement and fly 
out on 
weekends."  
Still, Werner said that his team has better chances of 
taking back the championship this year. The new format 
that separates road racing standings and dirt track point 
standings will help 
because
 Harley doesn't have any road 
racing
 equipment. 
"So if we're going to get beat, we're going
 to get beat 
on 
the races we go to," Werner said. "It's still an uphill 
battle because
 we have nowhere near the funding or the 
manpower (of Team Honda ). It's difficult but it's not im-
possible and if everybody works real hard 
and  if you get a 
little bit lucky, stranger things have happened." 
WEBNER
 SAID HE thinks the Harleys are 
running a little better than before and just 
getting used to Parker and his needs makes the 
team more competitive. 
"They  ( Harley) were working 
on it very hard last 
year,"
 said Shobert's mechanic 
Skip Eaken. "They got 
something toward
 the end of the year 
that
 was very com-
petitive. 
They're
 competitive this 
year.  I think they'll be 
right there all 
year long. That's good 
for the sport." 
Shobert said 
that
 the competition 
is as close as it's al-
ways been and that 
Harley supporters are too
 concerned 
with
 Honda shutting them  out.
 
"I
 don't feel that Honda's really got that big of an 
advantage anymore - it's up to the riders now,"
 Shobert 
said. "I never thought ( Ilarleys) were that bad, likes 
bunch of the guys 
thought After Honda won their first 
race, they kind of jumped the gun." 
Parker agrees, despite losing Sunday and being 
behind in points. 
" I think we got a real solid program. 
We
 think we can 
come out on top if we keep going like we're going. 
"There for a 
couple of years the 
bike
 wasn't the fast-
est. Now I'm on 
something
 that may not be the fastest 
but 
at
 least it's competitive." 
The fairgrounds host two mile races each year and 
the next one is Sept. 
14-
 one of the last five races of this 
year. 
"It's a long year,"
 Parker said. "We've 
got 18 races 
left
 this year Right now you just
 can't worry about the 
points. The
 last five races, then you 










happened in the last
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every time 
I get ui 
running 
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 at work on the mile after his qualifying race 


























































a lot of hitting 
both  on and off 
the 
football













Off the field, his 
main  concern 
ss as hitting the books. 









 the first 
PCA A 








 players to 
meet  the 
requirements  set













represent  15 
sports and 12 PCAA
 schools. 
Ten men and 
eight women 
were 
chosen  on the 
basis of 
achievement



















 can mix. 
"Trying 
to figure 
out how to 
balance  time 















 get it 
done." 
SJSU head 
football  coach 
Claude






 is one of 
those very special people that you 
feel priveleged to 
coach," Gilbert 
said. 
"He is a 
very  unselfish, team -
oriented young man who com-
mands a great deal of respect 
from teammates and coaches 
alike," he said. 
Woodard, a 
two-year starter 
at defensive tackle, led 
the Spar-
tan linemen in total tackles in 
each of the last two years. 
As a senior majoring in indus-
trial technology, Woodard main-
tains a 3.01 overall GPA and a 3.9 
GPA in his major. 
He has also coached youth
 
league basketball and served as a 
volunteer at his church. 
"It requires
 a lot of dedica-




 quite a hit of lab 
time and classroom work to 
be 
done,"








early  in the 
morning, 












He would like 
to work in the 
aero-













 called Woodard 
"an 
articulate 
spokesman  for the foot-









abandon  ship 






to move them out
 of the American 
League West 
basement,  and the 
4 
vpark
 may come from firing man -
;tiger Tony 




4 "It's not a 
question of whether 
*crony is 
a good manager 
or
 a bad 
iiiinager.' 
Einhorn  said. 
* "When
 you get off to a start like 
1P 
4111S.  everybody is 
having  problems," 
lie
 said. "The 
fans
 don't believe in 
!ou
 and the




:. Einhorn said a decision on La -
)t ussa's future has not been made. 
, 
Veteran managers Billy Martin 
), 
..aort Dick Williams, 
neither  of whom 
1)- now managing. 






;La Russa , who has managed
 the team 
:since
 1979 
:;. General Manager Ken Harrelson 
'aid
 Tuesday that he had met with 
:11Iartin. 




 ." Harrelson  said. 
Martin,  currently a TV commen-
:Litor w ith the 
New  York Yankees. 
.Jett Chicago
 before Tuesday 
night's
 
:rame, declining comment on the pos 
sibility  of taking 
LaRussa's ;ob. 
: "I'm not firing Tony  if 
he is 
:bred," said Harrelson. "The players 
lire firing 





,.. "I agree 









 could save the) guy's job." 

















year. the White Sox finished 
'third at 85-77 
But this year. the 




 is the worst









 would be an, 
'pounced.  
) 
Roth Einhorn and 
co-owner  Jerry. 
:pteinsdorf 
have said they are 
dis 
';turbed by lagging 
attendance  
) 
"We're not selling 
any tickets," 
:said 
Einhorn  "I'm not happy
 about 
)17.000 for ii 
Yankee  game in May with 
.4iice weather " 
7, lie
 bemoaned the 
poor  relief 
pitching  
- "In five straight games we've 
been  ahead until the eighth inning," 
he said 
"That gives you some en-
Couragement, hut 
we need some 
cat
-
Mystic  agent " 
Berry
 













































































































 in the 
NBA.  "All 
.1want  to do 








By Urla Hill 
Daily staff writer
 
Beginning with the 
1987
 NCAA basketball tour-
nament, a player 
testing  positive for drugs 
will 
ruin his team's




has  already begun.
 
The rule, which will
 only apply to players who 
have participated
 in the tournament, was
 adopted 
this 
week at the NCAA convention in 
Kansas City. 
NCAA president Jack Davis said he believes 
the institution and the team 
should
 bear some re-
sponsibility if one of its players is found to be using 
drugs. 
Eventually. Davis hopes  the policy will apply 
to national 
championships  in every NCAA sport. 
The new rule is a revision 
to Prop. 30, which 
was passed at January's NCAA convention in New 
Orleans. 
Prop. 30 established drug testing for athletes 
competing in national
 championship competitions 
or all post -season
 bowl games. 
However, it 
included
 sanctions only for the 
athletes involved, rather than for the entire team. 
Rich Chew, SJSU men's gymnastics coach. 
Golfers prime for 
By Ken Johnston 
Daily staff writer 
The
 SJSU women's golf team, 
ranked third in the nation, will tune 
up for
 the NCAA Championships by 
competing this weekend in the Blos-
som Festival Tournament in Los 
Gatos.  
Thirty-six  men and women with 
the lowest handicaps were chosen to 
compete 
in
 the tourney, at the La 
Rinconada Country Club. 
All of coach Mark Gale's players 
will compete:
 Julie Rails, Lisa lpken 
danz. 
Dana
 Lofland, Libby Wilson, 
Anne Jones, Nancy Brown, Jackie 
Wilson and Rene Van Fossen. 
According to Gale, the tourna-
ment is strictly for practice. 
r.: 
FLATTOPS









ltraden Rd at 
tower
 




hllyle  Cu, 
Shompoo 
Comb/loner 































 the hundreds of 
students, 





at Spartan Bookstore 
Macintosh 
Plus  
Now In stock at Spartan 
Bookstore  
 One megabyte of random access memory (RAM) 
 New 800K double sided internal disk drive 
 New high speed
 SCSI port 
 New 
expanded keyboard 
 I 28K ROM with hierarchical





Now In stock at Spartan Bookstore 
 
512k
 of random access memory (RAM) 
 
New 800K double sided internal disk drive 
 128K ROM with 
hierarchical
 file system 
'Lowest 
Prices  Ever! 







Alacintetsli 512A Enhanced $1135 or $471Y1n0*  
(Includes Keyboard,
 Mouse, Free Apple Macintosh Bag till 5/. I/ ) 
$00k  External Drive $366 or $201Month*  
ImageWriter 11 $469 or 
$201Month*
 
(Includes Macintosh Interface cable) 
Applecare Now Available At This Location. 
 Financing available through Apple Credit 
Card  at Spartan Bookstore. 
10% down payment required. SJC Computer/Electronics 















Macintosh is a trademark of 
McIntosh  Laboratory, Inc. 
and is being used with its 
express  permission 
said
 he doesn't
 agree with 
the  new rule. 
"You  don't throw 
the baby out 










 would be 
constructive,  not 
just kicking the 













 like the 
sound  of the new
 rule. 
"Why punish 
innocent  people for 
one or two in-
dividuals?"  
he said. 
Coaches are not the only ones 
concerned  about 
the 
new  provision. 
Spartan long distance
 runner Andy Ream said 
the 





"Maybe the program should be 
penalized."  he 
said, "but that 
doesn't mean that the whole team 
should be kicked out 
of
 the competition." 
He also 
said
 athletic programs should partici-
pate in drug testing before 
the start of the season 
to ensure 
there  would be no drug users


















































































































































































SPARTAN  FOOTBALL TEAM 





FUND  RAISER 
BENEFIT
 FOR SAN JOSE 













 never forget -
no matter
 how hard you try. 
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 sued in foul
 ball accident
 
LOS ANGELES (AP)  The 
mother of a 9 -year
-old girl who alleg-
edly 
was struck by a foul ball 
at
 
Dodger Stadium has 
sued the Los An-
geles Dodgers. 
Lynda Hope of 
suburban Arleta. 
suing on behalf of her daughter, 
Shannon Hope, and her 5-year -old 
son, Jason, claims in her Superior 
Court lawsuit 
that  her daughter was 









"If this case succeeds, it will be a 
landmark case," said attorney
 Doug-
las G. McKarus, 








 society," he said 
Tues-
day. 
"There's  a lot of 
case law on the 
subject
 that indicates 
that when you 
go to a 
baseball
 stadium, 
you  pretty 
much 
take whatever







we've  got a girl 
who 
was  eight 
years
 old at the 
time,  
seated









plate  which 
protects  the 
people
 
back  there from 
foul balls. 






wouldn't  have 
been







 of the 
Dodgers,  said 
Tuesday 






because  he hadn't 
seen 
the suit, which 





















May  8th at 
2:30  p.m. 
Engineering  














































































Baseball team one -hit by Santa  Clara 
By 
Thomas  Gary Morlan 
Daily staff writer 
The Spartan baseball team continued its downhill 
slide Tuesday night, managing only one hit in a 6-1 loss to 
Santa Clara University at 
Municipal
 Stadium. 
SJSU has now dropped 10 of its last 12 games to fall  to 
18-32. 
With 
four  games remaining and powerhouse Nevada -
Las Vegas slated for three of them, the Spartans will be 
hard-pressed to 
win 20 this year. 
It's hard to believe this is the same team that 
ripped 
the Broncos 




baseman  Mike 
Haruff,  
who  got 
the
 Spartans' 
only hit, said it appeared 
many players weren't giving 100 
percent.  
"A lot of the guys just seem to be riding the season 
out," he said.
 "They don't seem to be 
trying."  
Catcher  Kevin Mortesen
 agreed. 
"The intensity 
level isn't very high," he said. 
"There's 
nothing  really riding on these games, 
but  it'd be 
nice 
to win a couple ball games 
to end on a positive note." 
Jeff Nollette, who scored in the 
second inning for 
SJSU's lone run, said the attitude was lackadaisical be-
fore the game even began. 
"From the time the players 
were  on the field, it was 
just a lax 





hurler  Scott 
Chiamparino  didn't
 make things 
any easier 
Chiamparino baffled SJSU hitters for eight innings 





seven  walks, 
but was in control of the game 
in spite of his wildness. 
"We 
threatened maybe twice 







on a walk 
and stole second. Ile moved
 to third on a ground out and 
scored
 on Haruff's single. 
In the
 eighth, the Spartans 
loaded








walked twice, was replaced
 at the plate by Bob An 
derson. 
Anderson struck out, and






 wanted an opportunity 
to
 swing tl le 
bat. 
"Obviously, I was unhappy not
 to get the chance to hit 
with the bases loaded,"
 he said. "But Bob had 
swung the 
bat 
good  in batting practice. 
Maybe  it's good to give 
other
 
people a chance to hit." 
Despite Chiamparino's one -hit 
performance in eight 





wasn't that good," Ilaruff




credit should go to the whole Bronco team.
 SCI' 
has 
outscored  the Spartans 26-7 in 
their  last Iwo meetings 
Haruff, who has hit in the lead-off position for the 
Spartans  most of the season, was dropped to the No. 9 spot 
in the lineup after experiencing trouble at the plate in the 
last few games. 
The 
second  baseman was upset at
 the turn of events.. 
"I'm still hitting .300," he said. "I think that showed 3 
lack of faith in 












  Two 
ot






















 and Bo 

















met  with 
Raveling,  the 
recently  ap-
pointed head 











That was a week ago Monday.
 Three days 
later. Gathers and 
Kimble  asked for and re-
ceived a release from their scholarships. and 
Lewis followed suit a day 
after that. 
"He offered us our scholarships
 back," 






 Lewis, had 
said before 
Raveling  was hired
 
that they 
might  not 
remain
 at Southern
 Cal if 
they were unhappy with Morrison's replace-
ment. 
Shortly 
after  being hired, 
Raveling  gave the 
players  a deadline of April 25 to 
inform





































































































































 waits for his pieces. 
The  biannual Potter's Co-Op sale was 























 has been in 
the
 news lately 
 not because
 he is 
an 
associate
 professor of 
mathemat-
ics at SJSU, or 
because
 he does math-
ematical 



















 Plant in 
the Soviet Union. 
Naroditsky, an associate profes-
sor
 at SJSU since 1982, 
was  born in 
Kiev in 
1955  where he went to Kiev 
State 
University,
 receiving his mas-





 required, as all Russian students
 





 to the 
power plant
 construction. 
"All the students were 
sent to 
work there,
 like hard labor, carrying
 
bricks," he said. "It's similar to 
being drafted." 
Naroditsky's work at the power 
plant  
was  on the initial stages of con-
structing 
the foundation. 
He was not 
surprised
 when he 
heard about the nuclear 
accident.  
"That something like that would hap-
pen is not a 
surprise,"  Naroditsky 
said  "Because of 

















Planning  and 
Placement



















open  house, 
































house  is just for the employers and 
the people involved in the program," she said. "We
 
want the 
employers to be in a professional situa-
tion so that they know we are serious
 about what 
this open house is 
for."  
The day
 is set 







































said  there are many 
employers who 
may
 have the 
need







 "This is 
a way for the 
employers  to get 
to know what 
indus-
trial technology is 
all about and to 
find




Some of the 












 will give the 
employers  a pri-
vate tour of the 
Industrial  Studies Building,
 she 
said. 
"We will be showing 
them key laboratory 
skills and the
 materials used in 
our  field: for ex-
ample, a plastic 
products
 demonstration, our 
graphics lab, 




with  some student 
projects."
 
"It's really neat 
because
 the professors of the
 
classes are
 allowing us to tour 
the area during 
class time. That
 way the employers can 
see what 
we are learning about
 and what we can do." 
The tour will 
last  until 12:30 p.m., at which 
time the self -guided tour will be open to 
the  public 
041... 
10. 
until 4 p.m. 
An industrial 
studies  information 
table  will be 
located  in the lobby










 members will meet
 in 
the Student Union 
Guadalupe
 Room where the em-
ployers
 will eat a lunch 
specially





 p.m the employers will 
be taken to the 
Student Union 
Costanoan  Room to 
listen  to four 
Bay Area 




 on behalf of the
 students in this 
field.  
They are Al 
Dembe  of Liberty 
Mutual  Insurance, 
Dennis Sperry
 of Watkins Johnson,
 Tim Callana of 
Underwriters  Laboratories 
and Bob Hasterlick of 
Amdahl. 
The
 employers will explain
 the potential pro-
ductivity  of these students 
and will show how they 
can be 
used
 in business,  she said.
 "Then there will 
be
 a panel of seniors 
who will focus on 
manufactur-
ing,







. . . former 
Chernobyl  
nuclear 









They were just concerned 
with 
finishing the construction as soon as 
possible, he said. "Sooner or later it 
would happen. 
If
 not ( at Chernobyl), 
then some other place." 
Naroditsky said that other acci-
dents might have happened that no 
one 
is 
aware.  The 
proximity  of this 
accident to western countries as-
sured some kind of news coverage, he 
said. 
Other nuclear incidents that 
were reported in the West went to-
tally unknown to the Russian people, 
Naroditsky said. 







































was just a 
joke, a 
sad  joke." 
It was 
































 in any 
danger,  but 






 in Kiev 

























accident  I," 
Naraditsky  






middle.  But 
it's defi-
nitely 






























 people or 
safety,"  he said. 
"It  would simply 
be 
done 
because  they 
didn't
 want to lose 
expensive equipment
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 hope to Vietnam
 vets 
By 
John  Lurero Jr. 









has had a 















is a high 
achiever.
 He has a 
bachelor  of 
arts  






degree  in 
public  ad-
ministration.  
His plight is typical of 
many com-
bat veterans who, according to a sur-
vey released by the Employment De-
velopment 
Department, remain 
unemployed for 50 weeks and have 
a 
yearly 
median household income 
of 
$5,600, 37 
percent  lower 
than  non-
combat veterans. 
To help offset 
the employment 
problems of 
Vietnam veterans, the 
Employment
 Development Depart-
ment  is sponsoring 
the first annual 
Bay Area 
Veteran's Job Fair on 
May 
12 from 9 
a.m. to 4 p.m. in 
Oakland  at 
the Metro 
Holiday  Inn. 
The job fair will coincide
 with na-
tional 
"Hire  the Veteran 
Week,"  May 
4-12. There will 
be 25 major employ-
ers 
represented  at the 
job fair, and 
veterans 
will be able to speak
 with 
veteran job 
counselors  from the 
EDD 
offices






 is the common 
misconception
 that most vets 
were  
killers," said Hal
 Kataoka, a Viet-
nam veteran 







Mateo  County. 







stereotypical  image of the 
Vietnam veteran
 being kill -crazy sol-
diers," he said. 
Kataoka
 said 9 million men who 
served during the Vietnam -era, yet 
never went overseas, suffer from this 
image. In fact, he said, most "Nam 
vets" never fired an M-16 rifle after 
basic training. 
He said that as a vocational coun-
selor for seven years he has talked to 
a lot of employers who hold these 
common misconceptions about Viet-
nam vets. 
"Many employers
 say that most 
'Nam Vets' are freaks 

































"After  I listen to their 
(employ-
ers') 
spiel  about why they won't hire 
a vet, I tell them that I 
have a mas-
ter's degree in psychology and I am 
a 








I am a 
Vietnam
-era vet. 
They are quite 
shocked."  
Kataoka
 said this 
problem  stems 
from most personnel offices 
being  
staffed  by people 
who
 lack sensitivity 
because 
they













 said these 














 fair is about
 etcran, 
getting  together 




 looking for 
veter 
ans," 
Rickey  said. "The 
corporations
 




































































can't  get a vet an inter-
view on the 
spot,  we . . will push for 
a follow-up interview," Horne said 
"We also are going to have applica-
tions 
available  so veterans can get 
































 of the job training 
act 









to $10,000 if 
they hire a 
Korean or 
Vietnam war veteran. 
Korean ex -soldiers will have had 
to have served between June 27, 1950 




 had to have served be-
tween  August 5, 1964 and 






 214 to the job 
fair and fill 
out  an application and 
he will be cer-
tified. Horne
 said that 
veterans  have 
until
 December 
31, 1986 to 
apply  for 




John DeRosa and 
his 








 front of the 
Business  Tower. 
Deltosa  was 
on the 
sculpture
 in taking 






























 like to thank the 
members  of 
AMA for helping with the

















































































Friday,  8 














has  300 temporary
 








positions  can become full time 
summer jobs. 
In addition
 to your hourly wages, you 
will receive 4 complimentary
 passes 
to use 
at Great America, 
(an  $55.00 value) 
to
 use for your fun 
and  enjoyment all 
summer
 long. 
To take advantage of this 
popular  program, call KIM at (408) 
496-0141,
 or apply in 
person at the Great 
America
 employment office, 
2401












































scare in some Continuing Education 
programs,





Field Studies in Natural
 History pro-
gram's Hawaii Field Study Tour. 
The recent rash of terrorism in 
some parts of the world has forced 
Continuing Education to cancel some 
of 
their  overseas programs. Hawaii, 
however, has




terrorists' wrath and is considered 
safe for travel. 
The Field Studies in Natural His-
tory program 
takes flight with its Ha-
waii Field Study Tour July 
6-24.  Daily 
tours will be led by SJSU science pro-
fessors Henry Weston, Rod Myatt 
and Marshall 
Forty participants
 will hike, 
snorkel, tour botanical gardens and 
participate in several other activities 
that will give ,in overall picture of the 
ecology of the Hawaiian islands. 
The natural wonders and 
envi-
ronmental 
beauty of the islands will 
be 
the classroom, said Janet Cloud, 
field studies secretary. 
Students will take daily expedi-
tions students to state 
and national 
parks, areas of geological 
signifi-







"The program is 
designed for the 
students to learn about
 the culture of 
the islands and the people 
who live 
and were raised on them," Cloud 
said. "It is a non -tourist view of the 
Hawaiian Islands that will also edu-
cate the 
participants who attend." 
She said the group will visit four 
islands: 
Kauai, Hawaii, Maui and 
Ohau.  
"It 
is paradise wrapped up into a 
19 day program, 
and  participants are 
welcome to 
change
 the flight plans 
for an extended 
stay
 if they wish," 
Cloud said. 
The program runs from 9 a.m. to 
4 p.m.
 each day, with evenings and 
one day on each island free for
 the 
participants to do as they please, she 
said. 
"It's  a fun way to gain univer-
sity credit and still learn and get a 
good tan at the same time." 
For
 information on the next Ha-
waii Filed Study Tour, call the Field 
Studies in Natural History group at 
the Office
























 of the year"
 




If it weren't for the Pterodactyl 
robot, with its 18-foot 
wingspan 
nearly touching the walls, everything 
about  Paul McCready  and his labo-
ratory would seem as plain as its sur-
roundings. 
McCready,  60, 
is
 president of a 
Monrovia -based 



















































































McCready's  "Solar 
Chal-
lenger"
 flew from Paris 
to England 
at
 11,000 feet, 
powered
 only by photo-
voltaic  energy cells. 
Now
 the unassuming 
engineer is 
completing  what he 
believes  is his 
most important 
project.  The Ptero-
dactyl  robot, 
powered  by a 
battery  
and partly 




 re-creates the unique
 tech-
nique 
nature  uses for 
flight








 Kevlar, latex and 
foam, with a 




 the prehistoric rep-
tile 
before it became extinct 65 mil-
lion years
 ago. It cost $700,000.
 
The  mechanical 
pterodactyl,  sit-
ting 
on its perch 
in
 a laboratory 
38 
miles  northeast of 
downtown Los 
An-
geles,  flapped 
aloft
 on Jan. 7 in seve-
ral 
test  flights at 
the
 El Mirage Dry
 
Lake 
Bed  in Death 
Valley.  The 
robot,  
named


























































































will hold a meeting at 
5 p.m. today in Wahlquist
 Library 
North, Room 307. For more infor-
mation, call Jose 
Martinez at 
277-3106. 
   
Student Health 
Services  will 
offer sign ups for 




today  in the Health Build-
ing, Room 121. 
For  more informa-
tion, 
call  Oscar Battle 
at
 277-3622. 
   
The 
SJSU  Karate Club will 
hold 
a workout at 









   
The 
Student Affiliates of the 
American 
Chemical  Society will 
hold a general meeting 
at 1:30 
p.m. tomorrow 
in Duncan Hall, 




 at 266-5553. 





ment  will hold 






5:30  pm 





Room.  The 
program 




















 English tutoring 
for all international
 students from 
10 a.m
 to noon today 
and from 
1:30 p.m. to 
3:30  p.m. tomorrow in 
the Administration
 Building, 
Room 222. For more 
information,  
call Muriel Andrews at 
279-4575
 
   
The Music Department will 
present a piano recital by Rose-
mary Caviglia
 at 8:15 p.m. tomor-
row in the Music
 Building Concert 
Hall. For more 
information, call 





































from  an 
Allen 
Hall  bike 
rack 
on 













































rie  Hall the
 evening
 of May




























































Because the recent dip in oil 
prices has made oil revenues an 
unstable source of revenue, Gov. 
George Deukmejian has proposed a 
bond measure that 
would  include 837 






 fund CSU con-
struction projects 
The Open 
University  program 
may  be forced 
to close down
 if a $2 
million 
reimbursement
 from the pro-
gram to the  














 beating nine 







The SJSU Academic Senate and 
President Gail Fullerton are close to 
a compromise that would save cam-
pus 
wrestling. 
Wrestling coach Danny Kida pro-
posed a budget
 of 824,000 for next sea-
son, but 
Fullerton  said the team 
would have to come up with $60,000 to 
be reinstated. 
A calculator was stolen from a 
room in Wahlquist Library Central 
between
 Friday and Monday. Some 
computer 
equipment
 was also stolen 




Wahlquist  Library North. There 
were no signs of forced entry 
in either 
case The estimated
 value of the cal-
culator is $160 and that of the com-
puter 
equipment  is 
$600. 
   




parked  at 
Spartan Village sometime between 
April 28 and May 2. The estimated 
value of the camera 
equipment
 is 





















































 from a 
trunk 4, 
a car 










April  25 
and May
 6. The 
trunk  had 
been  pried 











































Not realizing his 
chair has turned 
into 
a giant 










The great beers 
of the world 










 and here in America
 
for 
























































































































"If you reduce drug doses,  you 
lose lives as 
a result," DeVita said 
during the 
annual meeting of the 






 a review of sur-
vival  rates for 2,000













tients all were 




 what is called large -cell 
lymphoma.
 
Hodgkin's disease and other lym-
phomas are 
cancers
 of the immune 
system lymph nodes. Lymphomas, 
which often can be cured by chemo-
therapy, are diagnosed in about 
40,000 
Americans
 each year. About 
20,000 cases are either Hodgkin's or 
large -cell 
lymphoma.  
The review showed that when 
chemotherapy doses were reduced 20 
percent to 25 percent for Hodgkin's 
disease patients, their chance of long-
term 
survival
 was reduced by about 
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Interviews,  rnetch 
your
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SIONSI Honda Detoun Toyota 
Mazada Subaru luau Mitsub. 
? otc Low moles. tested 
clamed guarant.d high queloy 
no core Spec.' discount and free 
delivery for students yeah I I) Call 
Amoco  at 279 3535 
JAPANESE ENGINES IL TRANNIES No 
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 moo
 warranty Free 
delivery Siudent Discount Spar 
tan DistrIbutors 365 7007 
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call Gobble at 
216.7393  

































































No ...me nec... ode.  


























Fre 3 4 pm 
Contect
 Mike or Mk at 
356 3096






 FT  PT Grill coo. 
.olis wail persons. 
meet coy  
eas. ...dos. 
pantry
 Will Iron 
395 
2943.  gam 2pm. M F 








at 296 7393 
PART 1. FULL 
TIME  HELP!, If 
accepted  
you irroN earn 
$925 swung/ No. 
pen.. I. needed because of our 
intensive 






de  pl. 
So...moony  and 
w.kiond polio..






addition  if you 




internships  ere 
possible 
snd 
you  insy earn 2 












dm. work is 
e
vadable  
Cell  today 
for enforrne
 
non and an anterweeve





 ...en lOwn 
end 2prro 
14081275 9885 If 
the 
lin.
 os busy 
please 
be patient and 















 your future 
employ 
ars 12 15 hourrw.k  Hph corn 
rouseron  and bonuses
 $100 00 to 
8250






 great money 
with us since 
1977 Call end find 
out why





 offend., Los 
Altos horns 
neer Irmway Pre., 




REGISTER WITH THE 
BEST,  Whether 
...table for work dunng the 
we.weeliands pert tin. tem 
porary or only during the 
holidays  





 levels Best Temporary 
Svcs 984 1340 
SALES  PERSON EARN 
good money 
Call and find out 8arn 







eveiletole  at Apart 
01001






 POSITION in the 







 tors wk during 
summer and 15 hrs,wk dump 
school
 
year 10 $4 
506r  
Typing II receptionist skill. re 
quoted Apply Old CAF 1277 
21871 
TEACH ENGLISH IN JAPAN. Adult 
chdren
 cl   
11A or BS degree 
required Good salary & benefits 
Send resume 
IS full length photo to 
C Hoyt World Language 1.1 9 
25
 Kandernachi 4F Gifu City 
Japan 
TELEPHONE SALES. 
RADIO  TIME, We 












are motivated by 
money
 Cell 
M. Green at 971 
9733 




 Job/ Sell sub.rip 
lions to the Mercury News Guar 
ante. $4 50/ho plus commi.sion
 
Nice  Environment Avail IOW. 9 
am to 1 




8 30 pm Mon Fri 10 am to 5 pm 
Sat Cell Today 140131983
 1800 
TRUCK 
DRIVER  TRAINING. One 
week 1995 men 




POSITION  0 Onent 
hon Service. Off,. Full 
time  dur 
surrirner part time during 
506001 yes, Salm. 
range 54 10,0 
le 90 bssed upon directly sp.co 
hie skills .nd pertence.
 ApiNoca 
non and complete positoon an 
nouncemenr 




 S.01CO. Office Old 
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SS
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parking gring in 
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 tYPe 6.419 
wiperking.  
cable 










































































































































ADULT 'XXXI CLASSIFIEDS. Free 
sample copy! 400 local ads, Info 
recording. 294-6364124 hr.) 
BACKACHE?'
 
Free examination le care 
m part of  research prop. If you 
hews had low back pain for more 
IS.,, 6 month.
 le are 2066 
yes 
Old. 
please call Palmer College of 
Chooprmtic Wes, at 14081 240 
8907. mt 401 
CHERYL WHO WOULDN't MELT with 
one look of your bp 
brown 
eyes,'" Here 
is one pup who 






with sincere handicapped man 
Plea. call Irian al 298 2308 
FREE HAIR 
CUTS MODELS tor ad 
00110.4




 CLUB for mon and 
women age 18  Low ordris an 
do,.. 
6, licensed Confident. 
For info lend SASE to NGCC PO 
Box 28781 San Jose C 
95159 
HILLEL JEWISH STUDENT ASSOCIA 




 lectures Twos 
day 
lunch with Rebbis 




 call Hiltel office at 294 8311 
MARLENE GODWIN. 
I'm in 44444 tool in 




MEET SINGLES. Personalised introduc
 
nons et CHOICES 
Free trial mem 
bosh". avalleble
 Call 971 
7408
 
PIENPALS IN USA WNTO 
URGENTLY.  






 Christo. Cen 
ter Sunday Lutheran 10 45 am 
Ctholoc 400 and 000 pm 
Reese 
cell Campus Minostoy sr 






Rev Nat.. Shoes Fr Bob Lager 
Sr Joan Pane. Rev Nod, Fun 
het.. 
SERVICES 
BARE IT ALL. Stop shaving woring 
firr.ying Let me perm...tly re 
move
 your .0,001.4 5.1, (ch. too 
Iwo. tun...
 moustache back. 
shoulders, etc 1 16% discounts to 





June 1.1986 II get your 1st appt 
est 1,2 price Unwanted 
ha,
 
pears  with my cars 
Gwen C Chet 
gr. 
R E 559 3500 1645 S 
Besot. Ave 




. IS that senior design pro 
lect due end you 
have no dea 
whal to build, Or 
you  know what 
to build but can t find the parts or 
the 
nee..ry
 onformanon about 
them With
 
my library of 
mond.c  
twers databooks design Hem 




Cell for details 
day 942 7736 
HERBAL 
WEIGHT LOSS Lo.o up to 29 
If.
 per month 
100% money back 
guerame As soon on 
ABC  NBC 
CBS morning news comontrocuris 
Call 14081









 students for 30 







 ommtgretion & na 
tionallty law Located 
w,rhto mm 
utes 
from comps. Call Robert Ng 
S r 14081 289 
8400  for apt.. 
mem 
NO CREDIT, 
Get maim bank credit 
cods ouch as 
VISA S. MASTER 
CARD Fro. details Write 
Pacific  
National. 1556 
11.11ord  Ave 
0243 Santa Clara Ca 96060 
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL for men 
women Speciel ode troth I. 
oily
 or student ID Private I pooh 
0.11.4 Weekday. eve. 
& Seth, 
day In Koll Business 
Park  Pb Hwy 
101  hi Fair 01.1. Ave mit. Sun 
nyvale Sunnyvale Elmthehreis 
Cether.14081734
 3115 












e hletic onturt. are Ironed For an 
spot 
cell atter 3 pm weekdays 
.yfirn 
w.kends  






























SKI PASS SALE, Heavenly Valley $19 
Squaw $22. Kirkwood 
81750
 
Hewett $199.n Outer Isl.d 
$2611. Marsden $299 wool round 
trip. Yr hoe. 3 night. hotel  tax 
Trowel Tirno 
2307 Van Norio. Son 
F1a001s00.





ACHIEVEMENT In typing then 
tops Try Tony Miner 296 





around. eyellable DOVOI1 
d.o.
 
week AN work guaranteed
 










 theme resumes 
office ...how. mealthre Student 
remount 
Guer.teed
 wroth Cell 
tudyresso S 30 arn 4 
pm 11. 7 pm 




 10 min from cern 
pus 
ACADEMIC APA TYPIST/ Ron.. 
*R.lo
 term
 P09810 thews Cu. 




modem.  11 
faculty
 
10 trky from campus 9 30 am 
630 pm Mon 
Sun 2615942 
10% dlecount Wed 
ACADEMIC 
INEPOINT1  DISINNITA 
TIONS These. 
our sp.ially 
Seven pop minimum Key in word 
proceesono Ask for Joye at 264 
1029 
ACADEMIC WORD PROCESSING a 
moclehy Chrystal offers  proles 
sionel letter quellty 
Iguao.t.d1  
product with 20% dud., do 
count Theses and 
gooup protects 
welcome  Standard end mocro 
transcription 8 AM 
8 PM 5 miles 
from 







ALMADEN/CURTNER  WORD PRO 
CESS1NG end edrfing Term pa 
pers resumes 
manuscript. Both 
students and feculty welcome 
Format English motor. sill...,.,
 
with orotund 
nd  oentence struc 
tur
 Dependable and ...enc.
 
Willow Glen erro 
Call Ms.. 
8AM BP.,.
 266 9448 
8 L 





hots  Located on 
1167
 S 
Saratoga Surinyvele Rd 
San Jose Student Discounts 
14081973 8670 
BECK SECRETARIAL SERVICES for 








BE PREPARED. Quellry typing 
rates, No lob loo big or too 
Cell 








LINDA  FOR professional typing 
/word processing $1150/page
 
/double .p..11 Experienced 
Fr. disk storage Casedll trla 




11 Branham Ln Guar 





 PROCESSING Se. 
ice for term papers these md 
APA1 
resumes.  legal and bininess 
n.ds Top quality fast & accu 
rate Ince wisest.. weth spelling 
le grammar 
Reasonable  rotes CO 
Debbie Sr 378 9845. lern
 Rpm
 
W.'S J area 
DOWNTOWN LOCATION LESS than 1 






le great looking resumes 
Reesonable rates




 286 0260 
EDITINGAVORD 
PROCESSING  Former 
English
 major. effictent. dep.0 
*bk. Will assist with grammar. vo 










resumes 11(now APA Tomb.. 
Conpbelli Ask only Mal copy be 
legible Both students L faculty 




 8 9.1 766 9448 
EXCELLENT  TYPING SERVICES Term 
Paper, theses resumes dosser. 
hong etc for Students and Fac 
ulty We slim do 
espe transcropfion 




 FOR you/ 
P.,.onal





'word prr c-osing needs Torn pa 
pets reports resumes ttttt 
menuscrIpts. these. dieser. 
none all 
academic  formst Edit 
mg grammar...1.g ...dance 
Cassel. trenscoploon Goo 
Priteed professional 
c0nfld10.1  
lad dep.dable service at Hords 
hi......''  Free diek storage end re 
low& discount. P.m 247 2681 
ISent Claret 
EXPERIENCED
 TYPIST reports tom 
ppOt.,tn
 $1 ep. 
page Edifing eve... Near Lepel 
 Cernden Call 371 5933 ma 
nings 
GET THE GRADES your herd work de 
serves
 WRITE/TYPE













 Rates Sy page hour or lob 
Cell Serb.. at 972 9430 for 
tYP  
109 109 editing 
HOME TYPING/ Clerical .rvIceri. the 
sie mourn. letters cods form,.  
books. tttttt 
menu 
.rIpts Ow. at 274 5465 
INNOVATIVE COMPUTER SERVICES4 
located
 right across Me sheer 
from SJSU for
 your convenience. 
We type 
mournOs term ppers 
marling list., Cell WI sr 292 9461 
lot
 
10 sppointrnentl 10% discount 
on 
your first service/ 
MANUSCRIPTS TERM 
PAPERS. RE 
SUMES. etc North San Josh.... 
Cell 251 8813 after 3pm 




















On. dixj ,n a boosstore 














 TN NI 541 book 
The Real World 
OIdangiaiT
 
The Austr an 
Cartwheel  
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readelA






























































Include  spelling a gram 
mar ow but my mperl.ce 
FREE CM Marc. et 294 6347 
Mon Sal 9 6prn or 926 1274 
7  
30
 10prn Mon Set 
OFFICE 
ALTERNATIVES/ Word pro 
coming 'dung trwscriptoon 24 
Hour Servo. Stud.t di.ount. 
O 0101151. 140131294 2974 
PAPER DUE, No tome wo type, Not to 
irony CS Mrs Ryan for
 .....II,  






page double sp.. 286 5989 
PAPERS. MANUSCRIPTS RESUMES 
corer lette. Professional 
work 
mesons.. rat. FREE disk dor 













moons resume. publications 
manuscripts correapondence etc 
WO aid in grammarropeNingrpunc 
don For prompt. 7 day ...nee 











PROFESSIONAL TYPING word pro 
cesong every day, 10 yes.... 
OIDOCO
 ell types of papers 
Close to 








 WORDS in Mau best 
pt
 
dtective E sperm..  
Prof. 
sionel
 word processing papers re 






$I 76/53 50,paps 
Call  Vick, et 
281 3058 Bam lipm
 ISM
 ar. 
QUALITY TYPING SERVICE too ell your 
typing newts 
Student    by 
paw. 161/ hour 
15101  or protect  
Chock turnaound
 Will pick up end 
deliver on campus end mow arms 
in San Jose Wanes Ask foe 
Amends or lame m tttttt on ma 






COM 404S 3,42 corner
 or S. 
Salvador 295 1606 
SUCCESS ENTERPRISE 
Prolossional 
typing I business services Rea 
sonatil    Call 14081 259 
9368
 





neat occutsts Most formats on 

















4 Lines $3 80 $ 4 50 
5 Lines $4 
50
 $5.20 
































































Lost A Found 
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Irtf 






 discount call 723 
3043 
TIRED 
Of SENDING out 101 comes
 of 
Ifs
 same old 
resume'  Just think of 
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up we 11 meil 
your  resurn. 
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 directly a, your
 request FREE 
of
 charcoal A 1115
 one nine I. 
will 








nel  from ow PC $310,
 each addi 
tionel update
























rotes We ar 
the  bed/ 
The
 



























Word processing  
clone et 015/1,1
 
monimune 4 hos Hourly rionsulting 
don. et $20 to degree/1 manage. 
C11 
with message on 1010
 f 
corder 279 8132 
WORD PROCESSING Lot Gatos/ 
Campbell
 Saratoga 
Student  pa 
Pero





resui. IBM PC iv Wordstar or 
word polio





WORD PROCESSING SERVICE rot seu 




WORD PROCESSING SJSU are. For 
matted reports 'hes. peons 




$15 fir The 
Blue Pencil 998 
7970 ewes & .11111. ink In. 
Cathy
 
YOUR REPORT TERM paper or oit 
sums 
done yroth I 
omputsrored  
word prricessinu hy porrfassional 
Student odes al..% lot SJSU 
students
 
& lisculty Says vow' 





 sr 14081 




 SERVICE FOR YOU' f est en 
runs. 
lyping11.81111114
 seven days 
.weak
 Pick up 
end deirvery oral 
able SJSU 
fin 
If. Btosomon Holt 
Sento Twit.. 
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Osea  Located Outage
 0010111 
 Deadline Two days prior
 to publication 
 
Consecutive  publication dates only 
 No 
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NEW YORK (API - Sharply curtailing 
tax deductions for Individual Retirement Ac-
counts could jeopardize what has become a 








Early yesterday the Senate panel passed 
a major overhaul of 
the federal income tax 
code that 
would  eliminate the deduction for 
IRA contributions for 
workers  covered by 
company
 pension plans. 
"It cuts the heart out of 
the  IRA pro-
gram,- 
said





institute,  the trade 
association  for 
the mutual fund 
business,  has been at the 
forefront
 of the opposition
 to IRA changes
 
and 
has  taken out advertisements in newspa-
pers across the country 
this week urging peo-
ple to 
protest  altering the 
tax treatment of 
IRAs. 
Brokerage 
houses,  banks and savings 
and  loan associations, which 
have been com-
peting for IRA money





 the only 
direct
 savings in-
centive left in the tax
 code and we hope it gets 
restored 
when the legislation moves 
onto the 
Senate floor," said 
Beth
 Neese, associate di-
rector of congressional
 affairs at the 
National 
Council of Savings Institutions. 
The Senate 
Finance Committee voted to 
preserve the tax deferral
 for earnings from  
individual retirement accounts As under the 
SUPER  SPRING
































































LUNCH  DINNER 
OVER





































































































































































































































































current system, taxes would not  be 
paid  on 
earnings until they are withdrawn,
 when the 
taxpayer
 is either 
already
 retired
 or nearing 
retirement and 
theoretically
 earning less. 
Under the 





 a company pension program 








could  still deposit 
$2,000 in an 
IRA and deduct 






 28 million 
families have 
contributed
 more than 
$250 billion to 
IRAs 
since 1981, 
according  to the Investment Com-
pany Institute. 
Of that 28 million, 




















































































































































 But Flowers 
From
 the most 
personal, romantic moment
 to the most 
.utrageous  occasion to the 
swankiest corporate 
cele-
bration. Everything But Flowers
 has the goods to make it 
a more memorable event
 Personal white -gloved
 delivery 
throughout the 
Bay Area is the trademark 
of this imaginative. 
Willow Glen based operation, 
which offers more than 50 differ-
ent and unique
 gift arrangements as an alternative
 to sending 
flowers. Also on Everything But
 Flowers' endless list of possibili-
ties are balloons, wine 
and cheese baskets and gourmet
 food 
baskets of 
every description containing 
only
 the freshest, tastiest 
delights available Among the 
list of favorite assortments is The 9 
Good Life, a wrapped
 and ribboned wicker basket 
stuffed with 
wine, gourmet meats and cheeses, fruits 
and nuts (There's also 
a So -So Life Basket for so
-so -days). the Mid -Life 
Crisis,  Get 
Well Soon: For Men Only. And Baby Makes Three. "Let's Cele-
brate" Champagne Balloon Bouquets 
Breakfast
 at the Office, 
which 
includes  bakery -fresh pastries, cheese, delectable confi-
tures and robust coffees, and there are many, many, more crea-
tive choices 
If
 you just can't select. Everything But Flowers of-
fers gift 
certificates For any occasion, Everything But Flowers is 
a sure thing 
137  Lincoln Avenue  (408) 
293-4438* (408) 293 -GIFT 
Mon
-Fri
 10-5:30, Sat. 10-3, Closed Sun. 





























































8am  8pm 
115 %Nohow St 














































































Campus group shows 
'A New Beginning' 

















































V. Richard Haro 
Spec. Sections Mgr. 
Kraig Kliewer 
Cover 
Marie De la Cruz
 practices the 
art C,1 Ignrot 
dancing  at the 
SJSU Akbayan Filipino Amen 
can 
Club's
 5th annual cultural 












The A S 
Program
 Board will 





 May 14 
at 7 and 10 
p.m. in Morris Dailey 
Auditorium 




dancing  classes will pre-
sent The Loose 
Screw  Review 
May 13 at 3:30 p.m. in Morris Dai-




Pianist  David 
Dublin  will give 
his senior 
recital
 at 815 tonight
 in 
the 























































 be a 
preppie,  
one 



































 of where 
they're at.
 
The I Beam, at 1748 Haight
 St., 
offers a large wooden dance floor, 
three bars, a 
billiards room, video 
entertainment, 
loud,  danceable 




for those who like to 
dance  in 
the 





 to sit. 
The I Beam
 is crowded 
with all 
types of 
people  wearing 
every-
thing from 




with  ties. The 
majority  
of patrons, 







Guess  jeans and 
polo  
shirts or 
cotton  tops. 
The 
I Beam

























If you are 21 or over and can 
pay the $5 dollar cover charge,
 you 
can get 
into the I Beam. 
The  punk: 




















 is the 
place logo.
 














 at 8 





























May  10 
at 2 


























 is no 
admis-
sion charge 
Symphonic Band will give a con-
cert May 13 at 8:15 p.m. in the Con-
cert
 Hall. Admission is $3 general 


















































































much like a 
Halloween  party with 
everybody 
dressed
 up as "Crea-
ture Feature" extras.  The people 
may look threatening, but they all 
seem  to be in their own world. The 
club is one of 
those where one 






ter  who you 
are and 














wall  which 
are lit 
up



























 is for people





 Music from 
the 
'50s
 and 'Oils 
blares
 at the bar 
and 
dance  floor of 
Rockin
 Robins, an 
oldies 





 car fronts 
protrude  from 
the 
walls,  and once in a 
while, their 
headlights 




the  fun 
party atmosphere
 of the place. 
Rockin Robins is decorated 
with old albums
 and newspaper ar-
ticles as well 
as older people that 
is, older than those you find at the I 
Beam or Nightbreak. This club 
caters to a more middle-aged 
crowd,  while most patrons at the 
other 
two places are in their mid -
20s. 
There 
aren't many seats. 
there's lots 
of smoke, 
a lot of 
smil-
ing  people,








 21 and over














 School of 
San Jose 





























When,"  an 
exhibition
 01 
paintings by Sandra Smith,
 a 
bach-
























West,  a 














first  rock 
'n' 
roll









































 if you 

























































 the band 
is
 made up 
of
 




 starts tapping and 
the head 
starts  nodding. It begins 
to sound
 like these guys 
might be 





 Richard Ice. 
bas-
sist John Golemon
 and lead guitar-
ist Will Golemon 
seem  to have a 
rebellious attitude toward the
 pro-
duction of their sound.
 Walk the 
West has the quality of a 
profes-




band's  album 
provides 
many 






























shows the group's promise. 
The cut "Living
 at Night" 
exemplifies the down-to-earth, 
personal nature of Kirby's 
lyrics 
When I see the light/ 
I can feet the tension/ 






















backed  by 







 cut adds 
a refreshing










 they can 
call their 
own  yet, 
but  they 
have






























































































symbol  of 
Cronos.  the 
titan god who 





The Cult released its 
self -ti-
tled debut album in early 1972
 
after signing with 
Columbia Re-
cords. The
 band first topped the 
charts 
in
 1976 with "(Don't 
Fear) The Reaper."
 
"Club Ninja" features the 
same hard -driving rock 'n' roll 
as some
 of the group's previous 
albums. The two 
most  popular 
tunes from the LP will perhaps
 
be "Dancin' In The Ruins," the 
first single 
release, and "Make 




















 where I 
used to 
see  your tear/ 
It's all done 








The  nights we 



































Moments  of 
pleasure
 in a 
world
 of pain/ 
Working
 














To decide who 
will die first/ 
"Club
 Ninja"













































































ii TM Bobby 
Murray 
Band   Little 




















 Students Program 
























 reach out 
to 
heroin




































































































































He has a 
hard 
time getting
 a job, 
walks  with a 
slouch and 







 who is 
a kid 
that 
just  wants to 
be loved. 
Although 









 tell why 
and  
how they 
were  caught. A 
mix-
ture of 
pantomime  and taped
 
sounds 








pasts  without 
breaking  the flow 
or destroying
 the mood of the 
play.
 The barren cell and lack 
of props are
 effective and in 





character  tells 
his or her
 story, others in the
 




mime flames as a 
pyromaniac  talks about the 
ex-






 K. Kirk, 
was 
able
 to show a car 
wreck  










 Her body 
writhed  and 
shivered
 as she went
 through 
the withdrawal






audience  and let 
Jean 
Armstrong's 
pain  be known. 




"Juvie"  would 
have  been 
tedious.















May  11 and will 
also  
play























Cast members from the SJSU theatre arts department 
have a "helluva good time" in the play "Whorehouse" 
'Real' story of Texas brothel is 
presented
 in play 




 glossy Hollywood 
tale of a 
few years back. SJSU's 
Theatre
 Arts Department is pre-
senting the 
real
 story behind "The 
Best Little 
Whorehouse  in Texas-
- in all it's "tobacco spittin',
 cus-
sin', loose women" glory  at the 
University Theatre through May 
ID
 
I mean, theres more cussin' 
going on than at a poker game 
Why, every other word out of Sher-
iff Ed Earl 
Dodd's  (Thomas 
Grady)  mouth is an expletive de-
leted.
 
But this musical comedy takes 
potentially touchy 
issues  such 
as prostitution, crooked politicians 
and two-faced friends  and turns 
them into such an 
outrageous 
farce that no one could possibly be 
offended by this exercise in old-
time camp. 
The house in question is 
called  
the Chicken Ranch. It has been a 
local 
institution since the early 
1970s, tolerated by the locals and 
the politicians 
in
 the nearby city of 
Austin.
 
But crusading TV talk show 
host 
Melvin
 P. Thorpe, hilariously 
played
 by Steven Burright, de-
nounces the place and starts a re -
lentless 
series  of television pro-
grams exposing the 
whorehouse as 
a 
godless entity in the Christian 
haven that 
is Texas. 
In a play of such overkill, sub-
tle performances often catch the 
audience's  eye. 
As Shy, one of the newer, 
more 
innocent working girls at the 
Chicken Ranch, Penelope Issicho-
poulos really brings life to her 
character. The transformation of a 
scared, confused hick into a confi-
dent worker made 














profession.  With 
every 
little 
































character  seem 
just  a 
little 
mean.  She 
quickly  














































house" begin at 
8 p.m. at SJSU's 
University 
Theatre.  Tickets 
are $7 
general 
and  $6 students/seniors 
and are  available at the
 University 
Box Office from 1 p.m.
 to 5 p.m. 
Monday  through Friday and from 
6:30p.m. to 8 p.m. 
on























Artist utilizes mixed 
mediums
 




A work does not necessarily 
have to he beautiful  or even 
pleasant  to look at  to be clas-
sified as art. Take, for exam-
ple, the work of Chandra Gars -
son, a Berkeley artist who 
currently has an exhibit in the 
Union Gallery 
of
 the Student 
Union.  
Garsson's 
art  resembles 
something  that might blow into 
one's backyard, 
only to be 
thrown away 






every color imaginable 
and ap-
pears 
to randomly blot them 
onto







 possibly to 
entice the 
viewer to look at 
them
 at all. 
Various handprints
 are 
placed  throughout 
many of the 
paintings for no apparent 
rea-
son. Then again, there seems 
to 
be 
no apparent reason for 
any 










One  holds a rep-
resentation of a deformed baby, 
and the 
other,  a 
replica
 of a 
slightly
 smashed adult head. 
Not exactly the kind of thing to 
pull out when the in-laws come 
to visit. 
A 
table near the 
middle of 
the exhibit is full 
of pens, cray-
ons, clothespins
 and other sun-
dry items; 
colored  sparkles 
are 
strewn 




 the kind of 











 on the walls 






tumes. These add nothing to the 
exhibit
 and are probably dis-




 only halfway de-
cent piece is a painting of a man 
who 
looks  as though he might 























Garsson has yet to find 
what she is looking for. 
The exhibit 
will  be in the 
Union 
Gallery through
 May 22. 






































depict  daily life in 
Chile in the 



















tunity to spend 
a day making sense 
of the unsensible art in the "Arpil-
leras of Chili" 
exhibit, currently 
on display in the 
Union Gallery of 
the Student Union. 
Every  scrap piece
 imaginable 
is 
used in the 










and  similar 
items are 
scrambled 





 the political 
struggles
 of the people 
of Chile and 
is displayed courtesy of the Helias 



























Some of the art is 
hard to un-
derstand
 or even to look at. It sim-
ply 
looks  like 
junk 
One 
creation  is 
made  from 
pieces
 of wood, 







 piece. Not 
many  people 
would get much 
satisfaction  out of 
buying this piece of art, let alone
 










 message  
"one dreams" 
 gives 
the only clue to 
what the 
artist is 
trying  to say. 
The mes-
sage is meshed 
with a  butterfly,
 
virginity  symbols 
and flowers. 
But  it is easier to 
discern
 the 
meaning of other pieces 
For example, "The Echoes
 
Cry"  by Edith 
Sitwell
 is a simple 




emotion. Shades of 







each  side of 
her  
mouth.The
 mouth is 
opened  wide, 
and her 
molars  jut out 
so
 that the 





























ing shows one figure looking to-
ward
 the c!ouds and 
heaven,  en-
twined with another
 that is falling 
face
 down into the ashes





 colors; the artists 
used 

















 It's very 
abstract 
art,  but 
it's fun to 
draw  your 
own  conclu-
sions 
about  the 
work.  
The "Arpilleras" exhibit will 
be showing through May 22. Gal-
lery hours are 
9:30 p.m. to 4 p.m. 
Monday through Friday and 6 to 8 






























661E El Corn.no 
Sunnyvale  
Between F. Oalts II Sunnyvale Ave 





















 the fine 


























































The SJSU Akbayan Filipino-
American Club presented a slice of 
life in the 
Philippines






viser Carl Lindstrom, 
declared  
1986 
the  year of the Filipino, and 
after seeing the Akbayan club and 
members of the community per-
form, it was hard to deny his decla-
ration. 
"A New Beginning," was the 
theme of the 
program
 that mixed 
dancing, singing and 
dramatiza-
tions 
before  a crowd that packed 
the first floor 
of
 Morris Dailey Au-
ditorium. 
The free event was 
sponsored 





"The purpose of the show is to 
promote our culture and to share 
with the community a part of our 
culture through our songs, dances 
and 
plays," said Rosanno Alejan-
dro, Akbayan Club member. 
One of the most humorous and 
entertaining additives to the 
night  
was a hammed -up 
fashion
 show, 










ones were not embar-
rassed to strut their 
stuff before an 
excited audience. 
The Akbayan
 Philippine Folk 
Dancers joined  with the Sandiwa 
Philippine Dance 
Company, a 
semi-professional folk dance 
group, to 
perform difficult and 
dramatic dances that highlighted 
the show. 
. Ladies danced while balancing 
clay pots stacked high on their 
heads, and some twirled colorful 
hand 
ornaments.  
The dancers showed their tim-
ing skills by dancing barefoot, 
jumping in and out of sticks that 
were clashed together quickly to 
the rhythm of a beat. One wrong 
move and the dancer's legs would 
be clamped 
between  the sticks. 
A 
dance  performed by men 
who carried 
coconuts in their 
hands which they 
beat  on the coco-
nuts
 strapped to their 
bodies, 
made for a 










 change for 
me,"
 showed that members of the 
Akbayan
 Club are truly 
talented  
and almost ready for 
prime time. 
Young  and old alike
 show the latest
 look during 
"Image










their dance routines, displaying
















 Rudolf Nureyev 
will  take the 
Paris Opera 
ballet  company 
and
 
nine of its lead
 dancers on a 
tour
 of 
four  Japanese 
cities






 46, who has headed
 
the
 Paris Opera for the 
past three 
years,  has planned 
12 perfor-
mances with 




 to Tokyo, Nagoya, 
Osaka and Yokohama. 











 Eddie Rabbitt 













 he was 
born with a 
lot  of 
problems,"
 Rab-






 17 from 
com-





Rabbitt,  whose 
hits  include "I 
Love
 A Rainy 
Night,"  and 
his wife 
also have 
a 4-year -old 
daughter, 
Demelza. 
LONDON (AP)  Leonard 
Bernstein says 
he "wouldn't 
dream" of canceling 
his  visit for a 








and anything that 
inspires
 panic or contagious fear is 
deplorable," Bernstein said Tues-
day. 
Bernstein  agreed with a ques-
tioner who asked if the 
cancella-
tion of European visits by tourists 
and
 notables like film director Ste-










 if he thought "political 
panic" would affect cultural ex-
changes, Bernstein 
said: "There's 
no doubt that one affects the other, 
but I hope it won't hurt. . . .those 
are the exchanges on which our 
own future 
peace depends." 
The 67 -year -old maestro spoke 
at the Barbican entertainment 
complex a few hours before the 
opening of a two-week concert se-
ries of his music by the London 
Symphony Orchestra. The festival 
includes a royal gala May 6, which 
Bernstein will conduct before 




Roger  Jepsen says he likes his new 
job as chairman of the 
National  
Credit Union Administration 





ator is like 
living































 a sex club











Pearl's first hat, Loretta Lynn's 
road atlas and Reba 
McIntyre's  
boots go on display 
Wednesday  in a 
special exhibit saluting the 60th 
anniversary of the Grand Ole 
Opry.  







the 21 -year 
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 is a 
popular  

















piping  hot 











 over the 
table  even be-
fore the 
bowl  is set down, making 
the hungry diner restless
 to get 
spoon in bowl. 
The beef -vegetable 
soup  con-
tains huge chunks of 
meat, numer-
ous types of 
vegetables  and far 
less soup broth 
than
 main ingre-
dients. The spicy broth 
and un-
usual combination of vegetables - 
including brussel sprouts, baby 
corn cobs, okra and spinach - en-
liven this mouth-watering soup. 
The bread
 is no less stellar. 
The cute little loaves steam enti-
cingly when cut open, exposing 
large wheat grains. The bread is 
best either slathered with 
butter or 
dunked in one's soup bowl when 
your server and fellow diners 
aren't looking. 
The green salad is large and 
fresh, with the usual greens 
and  to-
mato garnish. 
The Swiss burger 
has a home-
made bun nearly twice 
the size of 
the standard, sesame -seed freck-
led and deflated bun found in most 
restaurants, but the bread does not 




 burger tastes 
great,  and there is 


















. . . join 

























































































 non-traditional fare 





Nobu's  Family 
Restau-
rant
 Feb. 1, he said he 
has quite 
a few regular
 customers.  But
 




the  street when his 
place is empty, said his wife 
Emi. 
With its low prices and gen-
erous portions, it 
is a wonder 
how 
Nobu's  will be able to af-
ford to stay in business 




from $1 to $2.50, feature onion 
rings, 
geso
 (squid) and the Cali-
fornia Roll, which is 
made of 
rice,
 seaweed, crab and av-
acado and is 
popular at many 
sushi
 bars. 
Entree prices range from 





Japanese  music 
in the background, a 
diner can 
enjoy 








 teriyaki and 







Seafood buffs can enjoy 
tried prawns 
or fried oysters 
for only
 $6. Squid is featured
 at 
only $5.50. 
All entrees are served with 
soup, rice and salad, and some 
are served with vegetables and 
fruit as 
well. 
For 83.99, the most popular 
luncheon special consists of 
kushi 




skewer), chicken teriyaki, and 
a third entree that changes 
daily, Nobuhiro said. 
Nobu's 
also  features dishes 
not  found at most Japanese res-
taurants, including spaghetti, 
hamburgers, spare ribs and No-
buhiro's special pasta salad. 
Formerly Rice Bowl, Twin 
Dragon and, most recently, 
Mimi's, Nobu's is located at 
Fourth and 
Jackson streets in 
downtown San Jose. 
Nobuhiro came from Japan 
in 1973. For seven years, he was 
a popular chef at Nijo Castle 
( previously Fujiya I at the Pru-
neya 
rd. 
Nobu's is open Monday 
through Friday for 
lunch and 





will be open for lunch and din-
ner and will offer either white 
or plum wine free with 
the 
meal. 
cheese melted atop it. In addition 
to the monstrously sized burger, 
the plate includes a mountain of 
french fries and a pineapple spear. 
all for
 $5.50. 
A special drink at 
the Pepper -
mill is the "Lemonade Extrava-
ganza," a 
$1.25  frosty mug of lem-
onade garnished with all manner 
of fresh fruit on the rim. 
The Peppermill delights din-











expect  to see the 
Apple 










 can only 
see 
lush greenery
 outside  
The 
Peppermill.




































































 life for 
the world 
to
 see  
especially  if 











 in"Jo Jo 
Dancer,  Your 
Life 
is Calling." 




 Pryor's past 
up to his 
near
-fatal  burning 
accident  in 1980 
while he was
 free -basing 
cocaine.  
Jo 










himself  at the 
bot-
tom of his 
self-esteem. 
Pryor  directs 
this  fantasy, 
in 
which  he stars 
as
 Jo Jo Dancer's
 
alter -ego,
 who tries to 
change  the 
events 
of Jo Jo's life 
that led to 
his  
alcohol




 that he 
can't 
change the past,
 so instead,  
he 






 of a hospital,
 back 
to look at 
his life, hoping
 he will 
find in 
his past 









the  movie, which 
he says is not 
au-
tobiographical. 
"I gave Jo  




 of my life 
--
 maybe 













 Jamie Rackley 
"Sugarbaby" is a German 
film that most 
American audi-
ences will not understand. 
The movie centers around a 
woman's  obsession, conquest, and 
seduction of a dashing subway op-
erator.
 
The twist is that the film's her-
oine is a 250
-pound,  sad -faced mor-
tuary worker; people won't be able 
to take her passion seriously.
 
Mistaking  the 











 an autobiography is a 
factual












Pryor's  life that it 
is hard not
 to call it an autobiogra-
phy. 
Little Jo Jo 
grew up in a fam-
ily -owned
 brothel, just as 
Pryor 
did. And 
Jo Jo's four 
wives also 
closely resemble































Jo  Jo lies in 
the hospital 
bed, he has 
fragments  of 
flash-
backs
 that are intentionally
 out of 
sequence, but 
make the movie 







 the viewer 
doesn't get 















Cox  is 
convincing















 his title role in 












 point of "Sugarbaby," which 
is one woman's self
-realization  
and
 sexual awakening. 
Instead, 
they
 will see the
 film as a 
parody 
about
 a fat woman who 
gets  lucky. 
The movie begins with the her-
oine Marianne, played by Mari-
anne Sagebrecht, devouring a 
meal that King Henry VIII would 
have had trouble 
finishing.
 Her 
work is no less dismal  eight 
hours a day spent preparing bodies 
for burial, a job she treats 
with  








monotony  until she spots 
the young, tall blonde man, played 
by Eisi Gulp.
 She begins her 
obses-
sive 





 his work 
schedule and 
personal  habits. 








although  her 
transfor-
mation  is no 
"before  and 
after"  
make -over. 
Marianne  seduces the opera-
tor
 by giving him 
affection  and at-
tention after
 his wife neglects him. 
Still, it is unclear why the man suc-
cumbs
 to her advances. 
Athle-
tic, good-looking, and 
revealing  no 
lack of intelligence, he is an 
un-
likely candidate for such a quick, 
easy 
seduction.  
The film has both comedic mo-
ments and
 poignant touches, 
though neither is played 
to an ex-
treme.  
Sagebrecht is excellent as the 
blossoming Marianne,




















is good as the 
operator's wife  an attractive, 
blonde bitch who no longer has the 
time or desire to give her husband 
much -needed attention. 
"Sugarbaby"  is billed as a 
comedy, but the 




looked non -entity who
 turns her 
life around by staking out the 
hap-
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"Blue City" is 








Judd  Nelson and Ally 
Sheedy.
 The
 two actors work well 
together




Nelson plays Billy 
Turner, a 
young































































sponsible  young 
adult  is a far cry 
from
 her well-known
 role as a bas-
ket
 case in "The Breakfast Club: 
but
 she plays this part just as well 
Nudity, 
violence  and profanit 
give "Blue City" its "H" ratim, 



















TWO PEOPLE PER COUPON (NO 
SPLITTING OF OMELETTES). 
WITH THREE 
DIFFERENT
 ITEMS (ONLY 1 SEAFOOD).
 VALID 
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Soft 










































 movie, the 
identity  of the 
murderer be,:omes
 obvious The 
ending is still dramatic, but it 

















MENU 5 p.m. to 
10p.m. 
Experience the spirit and atmosphere 
when
 dining 


































6 Blocks North of 
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